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Tiivistelmä: 

Tämä tutkielma tarkastelee aistiverbien koleksifikaatiotyyppejä Itämeren kielialueen kielissä, eli miten tämän kielialueen 
kielet erottelevat aistiverbien perusmerkityksiä leksikaalisesti, ja toisaalta mitä perusmerkityksiä kielet ilmaisevat samalla 
lekseemillä, eli koleksifikoivat. Tutkielma edustaa sekä leksikaalista typologiaa että areaalista kielitiedettä. 

Aikaisemmassa tutkimuksessa on havaittu areaalisia koleksifikaatiotyyppejä, niin aistiverbien kuin muidenkin 
semanttisten kenttien kohdalla. Itämeren kielialueen kielet ovat olleet kontaktissa tuhansia vuosia ja niistä löytyy monia 
areaalisia piirteitä, ulottuen fonologiasta leksikkoon. On myös esitetty, että alueen uralilaiset kielet ovat 
indoeurooppalaistuneet kontaktin myötä, ja toisaalta alueen indoeurooppalaisista kielistä on löydetty uralilaisia piirteitä. 
Tämän tutkielman tarkoituksena on tarkastella, onko Itämeren kielialueen kielissä havaittavissa jaettuja aistiverbien 
koleksifikaatiotyyppejä, ja onko koleksifikaatioissa havaittavissa ns. indoeurooppalaistumista tai uralilaistumista. 
Tutkielmassa verrataan Itämeren kielialueen kieliä sekä keskenään että verrattuna sukukieliin, joita puhutaan alueen 
ulkopuolella. 

Tutkielman aineisto kerättiin kyselylomakkeella, jossa äidinkielisiä puhujia pyydettiin kääntämään omalle äidinkielelleen 
englanninkielisiä lyhyitä lauseita, joissa esiintyi aistiverbejä. Lopullinen aineisto sisältää 199 vastausta 40 kielellä, joista 
kahdeksan on uralilaisia kieliä ja 32 Euroopassa puhuttavia indoeurooppalaisia kieliä. Itämeren kielialueen kielistä 
tutkimuksessa on edustettuna 14 kieltä, jotka kuuluvat viiteen eri kielihaaraan. Itämeren kielialueen ulkopuoliset kielet 
aineistossa muodostavat kontrolliryhmän, jota vasten kielikontaktien mahdollisia vaikutuksia voidaan verrata. 
Analyysissä jokaisesta kielestä tunnistettiin mahdolliset koleksifikaatiot, ja kieltenvälinen vertailu tapahtui sekä 
kielihaaran että -kunnan tasolla. Itämeren kielialueen kieliä verrattiin sekä suhteessa toisiinsa että suhteessa alueen 
ulkopuolella puhuttuihin sukukieliin. 

Tutkimuksesta selviää, että Itämeren kielialueen kielet eivät jaa yhtä yhteistä aistiverbien koleksifikaatiotyyppiä, vaan 
kielistä löytyy useita erilaisia tyyppejä. Tulokset osoittavat myös, että koleksifikaatiotyypit ovat hyvin samanlaisia 
samaan kielihaaraan kuuluvien lähisukukielten kesken. Osa Itämeren kielialueen kielistä kuitenkin poikkeaa 
huomattavasti lähisukukielistään, ja koleksifikaatiotyypeistä löytyy yhtäläisyyksiä myös kielisukulaisuusrajojen yli. 
Sama koleksifikaatiotyyppi löytyy mm. ruotsista, virosta ja meänkielestä, jotka samalla poikkeavat lähisukukielistään. 
Myöskin latvia ja liettua poikkeavat toisistaan, ja liettuan koleksifikaatiotyyppi muistuttaa slaavilaisista kielistä löytyvää 
mallia. Osa tuloksista näyttää heijastelevan kielikontaktien vaikutusta. Tutkimuksesta selviää myös, että osa 
koleksifikaatiotyypeistä on hyvin yleisiä kielikunnasta ja -haarasta riippumatta, joten kielikontakti ei välttämättä ole ainoa 
yhtäläisyyksiä ja eroavaisuuksia selittävä tekijä. 
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1 Introduction 

The languages spoken around the Baltic Sea, belonging to Indo-European and Uralic 

language families (Indo-European represented by Baltic, Germanic, and Slavic, Uralic 

by Finnic and Saami) have been subject to much interest in areal linguistics due to the 

extensive contacts these languages have had for at least three or four millennia. This 

area, dubbed the Circum-Baltic Area (the term Circum-Baltic was coined by Dahl & 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1992), has been described both as a Sprachbund and as a contact-

zone between Standard Average European and Uralic languages (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 

& Wälchli 2001; Wälchli 2011). On one hand, the Circum-Baltic languages share 

features that seem to be specific to the area, and on the other hand, it has also been 

argued that the Uralic languages in the area have “Europeanized” due to contact, and 

similarly features that are typical for Uralic languages have been discovered in the 

Indo-European languages spoken around the Baltic Sea (Veenker 1967; Dahl & 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1992; Haspelmath 2001; Dahl 2008; Grenoble 2010; Laakso 

2010; Stern 2011; Wälchli 2011). 

In his crosslinguistic study on perception verbs, i.e. verbs expressing sight, hearing, 

touch, taste, and smell, Viberg (1984) noted an interesting areal pattern. In Swedish, 

the same verb känna ‘to feel’ is used also for taste and smell, and this same pattern can 

also be found at least in Bulgarian, Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian, Polish, Russian, and 

Serbo-Croat (Viberg 1984: 143). There are two especially notable things in these 

results. Firstly, Swedish shares a pattern with languages that belong either to the Uralic 

language family (Estonian, Finnish, and Hungarian) or to the Slavic branch of Indo-

European (Bulgarian, Polish, Russian, and Serbo-Croat). Secondly, out of these 

languages, Estonian, Finnish, Polish, Russian, and Swedish are all spoken around the 

Circum-Baltic Area.  

In the light of these observations, it could be postulated that we are dealing with an 

areal phenomenon. All the Uralic languages in question are the ones that have 

allegedly been Europeanized – could this pattern of perception verbs be another 

indication of such development? Is the Swedish pattern a result of contact with Slavic 

and Uralic? On the other hand, it is not clear whether this is an areal pattern, implying 

the existence of a Sprachbund – could we be dealing with a more common pattern? 
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The aim of this study is to investigate the colexification patterns of perception verbs 

in the Circum-Baltic languages from the point of view of them being a possible 

indicator of areal convergence. The main research questions are:   

i. Is it possible to identify a colexification pattern that is typical in the languages of the 

Circum-Baltic Area? 

ii. Do the Circum-Baltic languages differ from or conform to the colexification patterns 

found in Indo-European and Uralic languages? 

The first research question focuses more on the Sprachbund nature of the Circum-

Baltic Area: how similar are these languages compared to each other? The second 

research question focuses on the buffer-zone nature of the Circum-Baltic Area: do 

these languages show some degree of Europeanization or Uralicization? In order to 

answer these research questions, focusing only on the Circum-Baltic languages is not 

enough but instead both Indo-European and Uralic languages need to be studied. This 

study approaches the research questions on the basis of a language sample consisting 

of both Indo-European and Uralic languages, not limited to the languages and branches 

relevant to the Circum-Baltic Area. The data was collected from native speakers via 

an online translation questionnaire. The theoretical and methodological background of 

this study falls under both lexical typology and areal linguistics.  

The structure of this work is as follows. The theoretical background and previous 

research are presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the data used in this study and 

how it was analysed. Results of analysis are presented in Section 4, first grouped by 

language family and branch, and then from the point of view of the Circum-Baltic 

Area. Section 5 discusses the results in relation to the research questions and how the 

results can be interpreted in light of previous research done on the topic of Circum-

Baltic languages. The section also evaluates the data and methods used in this study 

as well as the reliability of the results. Concluding remarks, in addition to possible 

future directions for research, are given in Section 6.   

2  Theoretical background  

In this section I will present the theoretical background of this work. Subsection 2.1. 

focuses on lexical typology, the main theoretical and methodological framework of 
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this study. I will address the limitations and problems of the approach and introduce 

the concepts of colexification and colexification pattern. The subsection also discusses 

the interaction of typology and areal linguistics in general, in addition to areal 

applications of lexical typology. Subsection 2.2. summarizes previous research on 

perception verbs, including the basic paradigm and the lexicalization hierarchy of 

perception verbs, and the three main research traditions. Finally, areal patterns of 

perception verbs are discussed. Subsection 2.3. focuses on the Circum-Baltic Area, 

presenting how the area is defined as well as summarising previous research. 

2.1 Lexical typology 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Lexical typological research, the study of crosslinguistic variation in lexicon and how 

languages express meaning with lexical items (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008: 4–5; 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. 2015: 434) has provided interesting insights into how 

languages categorize and organize particular domains of meaning by means of lexical 

items. Like grammatical typology, lexical typology too has shown that although 

languages could in theory vary infinitely from each other, in reality they do not – rather 

there are limits to this variation (François 2008: 164). For example, there are no a priori 

theoretical constraints dictating which colours different languages lexify: in theory, we 

could observe infinite variety in selection. However, as was discovered by Berlin & 

Kay (1969), if a language has e.g. five colour terms, they are usually white (covering 

light/warm), black (dark/cool), red, green or yellow, and blue – not pink, orange, red, 

purple, and grey.  

In addition to basic colour terms, previous lexical typological research has identified 

similar patterns and implicational hierarchies in the domains of body parts (Andersen 

1978), kinship terms (Nerlove & Romney 1967), verbs of motion (Talmy 1975), and 

cooking verbs (Lehrer 1974), among others. Much of this earlier research was not, 

however, conducted under the moniker of lexical typology (or even linguistics), as 

many of the topics investigated were of great interest to e.g. anthropologists (Koch 

2001; Evans 2010). Consequently, despite these influential early studies, the nature, 

objectives, and aims of lexical typology have not been as well established and clearly 

defined as in e.g. grammatical typology.  
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In the last two decades, lexical typology has been a rising and active field in linguistics, 

sparking discussion on the definition of lexical typology, theoretical and 

methodological issues (e.g. Brown 2001; Koch 2001; Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. 2007). 

In addition, many studies have been done on new lexical domains, including cutting 

and breaking (Majid et al. 2007), verbs of aquamotion (Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. 

2010), pain predicates (Reznikova et al. 2012), and temperature (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 

2015). Many researches have also continued to work on previously studied domains, 

for example perception verbs, as Section 2.2. below will show.  

2.1.2 The problem of crosslinguistic comparison 

A central issue in linguistic typology is the problem of crosslinguistic comparison: in 

order to compare languages, we need to identify the same phenomenon in different 

languages. In lexical typology, the same problem applies to comparing words or 

meanings, which is not straight-forward. On one hand, according to the so-called 

relativist tradition, it can be argued that comparison of meaning is futile because of 

culture-specific or even untranslatable vocabulary (Evans 2010: 508). On the other 

hand, according to the so-called structuralist tradition, it can be argued that since the 

meaning of a sign is a result of how it contrasts with other signs in the same system, 

comparing signs which belong to different systems is meaningless (Saussure 2014 

[1916]: 217; François 2008: 165; Evans 2010: 508). According to this view, comparing 

language A which lexically differentiates meanings ‘arm’ and ‘hand’ to language B 

which does not make this distinction would not be sensible, since the difference of 

meaning between ‘arm’ and ‘hand’ is the result of both of these lexemes existing.   

François (2008: 167) has argued that the primary object of study in lexical typology is 

not a word, but a sense or senses, which can be defined functionally and language-

independently. This idea can be compared to the distinction between comparative 

concepts and descriptive categories, proposed by Haspelmath (2010). Comparative 

concepts are also functionally defined and language-independent, whereas descriptive 

categories are language particular (Haspelmath 2010). In lexical typology, lexemes are 

language particular, senses are not.  
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2.1.3 Polysemy, semantic generality, and colexification 

Another issue in lexical typology is the problem of differentiating polysemy from 

semantic generality. If language A lexically differentiates meanings ‘arm’ and ‘hand’ 

and language B does not, but only has one lexical item that covers both of these 

meanings, is the lexical item in language B polysemous or semantically general? In 

the case the lexical item is semantically general, it simply does not distinguish the 

different meanings. The lexical item can also be polysemous, in which case the two 

meanings are lexicalized, but in the same lexical unit: “a polysemous word is a lexeme 

consisting of several lexical units” (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008: 9).  

A third option is to remain “agnostic” over the issue of whether we are dealing with 

semantic generality or polysemy. In this view, the only thing that matters is that 

language B has only one lexeme corresponding to the two lexemes in language A 

(Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008: 9). The term colexification, proposed by François (2008), 

offers a view that is similar to the agnostic stance: “a given language is said to colexify 

two functionally distinct senses if, and only if, it can associate them with the same 

lexical form” (François 2008: 170). In this study, I take the agnostic stance to 

comparing meaning and I will use the term colexification to express this view.  

Regarding crosslinguistic patterns, previous similar studies have used the terms 

lexicalization pattern (recently e.g. Filipović 2007; Rafaelli et al. 2019) and polysemy 

pattern (e.g. Viberg 1984). Lexicalization as a term can refer to multiple distinct 

phenomena: the representation of a distinction in the lexicon of a language (e.g. hand 

vs arm), the process a lexical item undergoes when it cannot be derived by a productive 

morphological rule (e.g. the word truth is lexicalized because the affix -th is no longer 

productive in English noun formation), or the process of forming new lexemes (cf. 

grammaticalization) (Matthews 2014). In this study, I am interested in the first 

phenomenon. Also, since I am taking the agnostic stance on polysemy and semantic 

generality, neither is polysemy pattern a suitable term for my purposes. Therefore, I 

am opting to use the term colexification pattern since it best reflects the focus of this 

study. The term has also been used in similar studies recently (e.g. Östling 2016; 

Georgakopoulos et al. 2021). 
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2.1.4 Lexical typology and areal linguistics 

Crosslinguistic comparison lies at the centre of both typology and areal linguistics. In 

typology, crosslinguistic comparison has been used to study patterns that occur 

systematically across languages, to discover language universals, and to classify 

languages based on grammatical (or phonological or lexical) features. Areal linguistics 

has investigated similarities in geographically proximate but not necessarily 

genealogically related languages from the point of view of language contact. This has 

led to the study of unifying characteristics of individual areas and the identification of 

Sprachbünde or linguistic areas (Dahl 2001; Bisang 2006.)  

It is clear that typology and areal linguistics have different foci but also overlapping 

interests, as it has been discovered that typological features seem to cluster in specific 

geographical areas (Bickel 2007). For example, SVO word order is much more 

common in Africa and Eurasia, and ergativity in Australia and Papua New Guinea 

(Dahl 2001: 1464–1465). Taking both typological and areal points of view into 

account can help to discern whether areally clustered features are indeed signs of a 

Sprachbund or if the features have a universal tendency to occur together (Dahl & 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1992: 3; Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2001: xv).  

Typological and areal approaches have also been combined under areal typology, 

which Dahl (2001: 1456) defines as “the study of patterns in the areal distribution of 

typologically relevant features of languages”, being both descriptive and explanatory, 

synchronic and diachronic. The EUROTYP project (1990–1995), launched by the 

European Science Foundation, examined typological variation in the languages of 

Europe and triggered other areal typological work (van der Auwera 2011). The World 

Atlas of Language Structures or WALS (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013), first published in 

2005, is an example of an areal application of typology on a global scale. Areal 

typological approaches are also at the core of distributional typology (Bickel 2015), 

seeking to answer the question “what’s where why?”, which Bickel (2007: 248) 

defines as the “ultimate goal” of modern typology.  

The growing interest in areal typology has not been limited to grammatical typology. 

Areal lexical typology has also received more and more attention in the recent decades, 

leading to discussions on a more general level involving theory, methodology, and 
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data (e.g. Östling 2016; Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Liljegren 2017; Gast & Koptjevskaja-

Tamm 2018), creation of the Database of Cross-Linguistic Colexifications or CLICS 

in 2014 (Rzymski et al. 2020), as well as case studies on both macro- and micro-areal 

scales, e.g. colour terms globally (Kay & Maffi 2013ab) and in Africa (Segerer & 

Vanhove 2021), perception and cognition (Vanhove 2008a; Georgakopoulos et al. 

2021), and the relations of hand, arm, and finger (Brown 2013ab). 

Brown (2001) and Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Liljegren (2017) argue on the basis of 

previous studies that shared areal colexifications can be used to identify Sprachbünde. 

Some shared colexifications can result from shared physical environment or material 

culture. For example, languages spoken in the Greater Hindu Kush area share multiple 

colexifications of specific vocabulary for various dairy products (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 

& Liljegren 2017). However, some colexification patterns seem to have no such 

motivations. For example, the parallels of phasal adverbials such as ‘already’, ‘no 

longer’, and ‘not yet’ in many Standard Average European languages (van der Auwera 

& ÓBaoill 1998) cannot be – at least directly – attributed to material culture or physical 

environment. Areal convergence can thus lead to shared colexifications in more 

universal semantic domains too.  

2.2 Lexical typology of perception verbs 

2.2.1 Previous research 

Perception verbs, expressing the five sense modalities (sight, hearing, touch, taste, and 

smell) have also attracted interest within the field of lexical typology, starting with 

Scovel’s (1971) comparison of perception verbs in Chinese, English, French, Spanish, 

and Thai. Probably the most influential typological studies on perception verbs are 

Viberg’s crosslinguistic studies from 1981, using a sample of 30 languages, and from 

1984, extending the sample to 53 languages.  

Perception verbs have also been studied from other points of view. Evans & Wilkins 

(2000) identify three research traditions, the first of which is the typological tradition 

represented by the aforementioned studies by Viberg, to which I will return in Sections 

2.2.2 and 2.2.3 below.  
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The second research tradition looks at perception verbs from the point of view of 

cognitive linguistics, especially concentrating on the patterns of metaphorical 

extensions from the domain of perception to the domain of cognition. A well-known 

pattern of such metaphorical extension is see > know, which has been attested 

extensively in at least Indo-European languages (PIE *weid- ‘see’ yields 

systematically both meanings of seeing, e.g., Italian vedere and Russian videt’ ‘to see’, 

but also meanings of knowing, e.g., German wissen, Swedish veta, ‘to know’ and Irish 

fios ‘knowledge’). Metaphorical extensions and polysemy were already noted by 

Viberg (1981; 1983) and have since been explored further (e.g. in Sweetser 1990; 

Evans & Wilkins 2000; Vanhove 2008b; Wälchli 2016, Georgakopoulos et al. 2021, 

among others).  

The third research tradition, which Evans & Wilkins (2000: 548) call “the 

anthropology of the senses”, emphasizes the cultural aspects of senses and their 

symbolism, for example, how different cultures value senses differently. This tradition 

has challenged the notions of equating seeing with knowing, pointing out that there 

are well-known patterns of equating hearing with knowing instead (Evans & Wilkins 

2000, cf. also Aikhenvald & Storch 2013b). 

Research on perception verbs can also be divided into two categories based on whether 

the focus is on intrafield extensions, i.e. meanings belonging to the same semantic 

domain, or transfield extensions, i.e. meanings extending from one semantic domain 

to another (Evans & Wilkins 2000: 548, quoting Matisoff’s (1978) terms.). Roughly, 

the typological research tradition has mainly been concerned with intrafield extensions 

(e.g. Viberg 1984), while the more cognitive and anthropological traditions have been 

mainly concerned with transfield extensions (e.g. Sweetser 1990; Vanhove 2008b). 

However, there are studies that survey both intrafield and transfield extensions at the 

same time and combine the approaches of all three research traditions (e.g. Aikhenvald 

& Storch 2013a). In this study, I focus only on intrafield extensions, and extensions to 

other domains are not investigated. 

2.2.2 Basic paradigm of perception verbs 

Viberg (1981) introduced the basic paradigm of perception verbs which gives a three-

way distinction of perception verbs by event-type: an activity (John looked at the 
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painting), an experience (John saw the painting), and a state (The painting looked old). 

According to Viberg (1981, and later) activities and experiences are Experiencer-based 

situations, since they take Experiencer as their subject. The distinction between 

activity and experience lies in the difference that activities are controlled and 

intentional and the subject is agentive, whereas experiences are uncontrolled, and the 

subject is non-agentive. The difference can be illustrated by the example Could you 

repeat that? I didn’t hear vs. I wasn’t listening. The latter response would imply that 

the speaker intentionally decided to ignore the other person, whereas the former 

suggests that not hearing was involuntary and not the speaker’s fault. Finally, states 

describe Phenomenon-based situations where the subject is a phenomenon that is the 

cause of an experience1. (Viberg 2001: 1269.) The three event-types and five sense 

modalities yield 15 possible types of perception verbs, presented in Table 1 below.  

Table 1 The basic paradigm of perception verbs (after Viberg 1983: 125) 

However, in many cases one verb covers more than one of these meanings and here 

we can find crosslinguistic variation, exemplified in Table 2 below.  

 English Quechua 

 Activity Experience State Activity Experience State 

Sight look at see look qhaway rikuy rikukuy 

Hearing listen to hear sound uyariy uyarikuy 

Touch feel sientey sientekuy 

Taste taste llamiy llamikuy 

Smell smell muskhiy q’apay 

Table 2 Perception verbs in English and Quechua (after Viberg 1984: 128, 135)  
Quechua -ku- marks reflexive, sientey is a loan from Spanish. 

Viberg’s basic paradigm has also been criticized. The assumption that there are only 

five sense modalities has been called into question by Evans & Wilkins (2000), who 

                                                
1 In earlier studies (Viberg 1981; 1983; 1984), the term Source-based was used instead of Phenomenon-
based. States are also often called copulatives (Viberg 1981; and later). 

 Experiencer-based Phenomenon-based 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight Peter looked at the birds. Peter saw the birds. Peter looked happy. 

Hearing Peter listened to the birds. Peter heard the birds. Peter sounded happy. 

Touch Peter felt the cloth. Peter felt a stone under his foot. The cloth felt soft. 

Taste Peter tasted the food. Peter tasted garlic in the food. The food tasted of garlic. 

Smell Peter smelled the cigar. Peter smelled cigars in the room. Peter smelled of cigars. 
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point out that many Australian languages express distinctively a sixth sense modality 

called proprioception, which refers to internal feeling, rather than feeling by external 

touch (Evans & Wilkins 2000: 554). Wälchli (2016) has criticized Viberg’s model 

since the basic paradigm of perception verbs is formed a priori, while Wälchli 

maintains that in crosslinguistic research one should first investigate the data and then 

build the semantic distinctions in a “bottom-up” fashion (2016: 64–65). Aikhenvald & 

Storch (2013b) criticize the overall usefulness of Viberg’s event-type distinctions, 

pointing out that for example the distinction between activity and experience is not 

always realized as a lexical difference, but can also depend on the construction where 

a verb is used. For example, the Kayardild (Tangkic; Australia) verb marrija typically 

means ‘to listen’ in commands, ‘to hear’ in declaratives, and can even be used to mean 

‘to sound’ in certain constructions. (Evans & Wilkins 2000: 554–555, cf. also 

Aikhenvald & Storch 2013b: 19–20.) Examples like these are by no means exceptional 

or “exotic” in any sense. For instance, Italian sentire, colexifying multiple sense 

modalities in the experience event-type also has a meaning ‘to listen’, an activity 

event-type, in a command or a request.  

Despite the criticism, Viberg’s paradigm forms the basis of this study. One reason for 

this is that the paradigm has been employed regularly in other studies that have 

investigated perception verbs (Ibarretxe–Antuñano 1999; Treis 2010; Wnuk 2016; 

Güldemann & Fehn 2017; Galac 2020, among others), and thus my results could also 

be compared to those studies. Another reason comes from the principal aim of this 

study, which is to compare patterns in a larger sample of languages. This requires 

generalisation and limitation of the scope of investigation, for example, only to include 

declarative sentences, as in this study. Viberg’s paradigm is a useful framework for 

this purpose but might fall short if the aim was to investigate all possible nuances of 

perception verbs, a goal that might be more feasible when concentrating on a single 

language or a smaller sample.  

2.2.3 Lexicalization hierarchy of perception verbs 

On the basis of his studies, Viberg (1981; 1983; 1984) also proposed a lexicalization 

hierarchy of perception verbs, which reads like an implicational hierarchy, and is 

presented below: 
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Figure 1 Lexicalization hierarchy of perception verbs (after Viberg 2001: 1297)2 

If a language has a verb for hearing, it also has a verb for seeing. If a language has a 

verb for feeling, tasting, or smelling (one or more of these), it also has verbs for seeing 

and hearing. In addition, the verbs expressing a meaning higher in the hierarchy have 

a tendency to extend to cover a meaning lower in the hierarchy. Viberg has also called 

this hierarchy a markedness hierarchy (Viberg 2001: 1297) noting that the hierarchy 

follows the markedness criteria of proposed by Croft (1990), i.e. structural coding, 

behavioural potential (both paradigmatic and distributional), and frequency (both in 

individual languages and crosslinguistic). Sight is the most unmarked sense modality, 

while touch, taste, and smell are the most marked sense modalities (Viberg 2001: 1300, 

1307). 

However, the hierarchical relations (especially of touch, taste, and smell) are not as 

straightforward as presented in the above hierarchy, and Viberg has proposed another, 

more detailed hierarchy (1984: 147, and later): 

 

Figure 2 Refined lexicalization hierarchy of perception verbs. Figure by Viberg (2001: 1301). 

This hierarchy shows that a verb for seeing can only extend its meaning to smell if it 

also extends to some other sense modality. Similarly, hearing can only extend to taste 

and touch if it also extends to smell. For sight and hearing, there are only unidirectional 

arrows in the hierarchy, while touch, taste, and smell are connected by bidirectional 

arrows, showing the direction of possible extensions. This hierarchy also better 

presents the connections of taste and touch, the senses that are used when the perceiver 

                                                
2 The direction of the arrows is as presented by Viberg (1981, and later). The arrows face the other 
direction than what is commonly used to present implicational hierarchies (i.e. pointing from right-to-
left direction, <). The direction of the arrows possibly aims to symbolise the direction of semantic 
extension, e.g. from sight to hearing, and do not refer to the symbol ⊂ signifying a subset.	
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is in contact with the perceived object, and hearing and smell, the senses that are used 

from a distance. (Viberg 1984: 147–148; 2001: 1301–1302.) 

Viberg (2001: 1302) admits that especially the generalisations presented in the refined 

hierarchy are of tentative nature and there are languages that challenge both of the 

presented hierarchies. For example, a language with only one verb covering all five 

sense modalities has been documented (Kobon, Trans-New-Guinea; Papua New 

Guinea), and the verb is not marked for a specific sense modality. It cannot be 

interpreted as a verb expressing seeing, extending its meaning to all other sense 

modalities – the verb rather seems to express a general notion of perceiving. (Viberg 

1984: 150.) This example shows that although a verb for seeing is the one that extends 

its meaning to other sense modalities, a verb that covers all sense modalities is not 

necessarily a verb meaning ‘to see’. Nevertheless, the hierarchies presented above 

describe at least a strong crosslinguistic tendency.  

It is however interesting that the colexification patterns within the domain of 

perception seem to be stronger than the patterns that extend from the domain of 

perception to other domains, e.g. cognition. Evans & Wilkins (2000) studied 

perception verbs in approximately 60 Australian languages and their findings 

supported the lexicalization hierarchy originally proposed by Viberg. However, the 

cognitive extensions in Australian languages were much more varied than expected 

based on previous studies (Evans & Wilkins 2000: 549, 585), and later Vanhove 

(2008b) obtained similar results with a genealogically and geographically diverse 

sample of 25 languages.  

2.2.4 Areal patterns of perception verbs 

According to Viberg (2008), perception verbs are particularly interesting because they 

show “both crosslinguistic regularities and language-specific (or area-specific) 

characteristics” (2008: 123). As was mentioned above in Section 1, Viberg (1983; 

1984) noted areal patterns already in his first studies: for example, colexification of 

touch, taste, and smell is found in Swedish, multiple Slavic languages, and in the Uralic 

languages of his sample.  

Areal colexification patterns of perception verbs have also been documented elsewhere. 

For example, Evans & Wilkins (2000: 556–557) state that the colexification of sight 
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and hearing in the languages spoken in the southern half of Cape York in Australia 

might be an areal phenomenon, and Georgakopoulos et al. (2021) report an areal 

colexification of touch and taste in genealogically diverse set of languages spoken 

South America.  

Many areal colexifications are found especially in Africa. Treis (2010) identifies 

colexification patterns shared by the languages of the Ethiopian Sprachbund (including 

Semitic, Cushitic, Omotic, and Nilo-Saharan languages). In this area, the passive form 

of the verb ‘to hear’ is used for the experience event-types of touch, taste, and possibly 

also smell. In addition, there are no separate verbal lexemes for ‘to taste’ or ‘to feel’. 

(Treis 2010: 31.) Güldemann & Fehn (2017) report similar patterns in Kalahari Basin 

area (including Bantu, Khoe, and Kx’a languages, among others), noting that most 

languages in the area colexify the experience event-types of hearing and touch, or 

touch and taste. In the Central Kalahari area, the experience event-type of all sense 

modalities except for sight are colexified. (Güldemann & Fehn 2017: 508.) 

Additionally, Georgakopoulos et al. (2021) note that while the colexifications of both 

hearing and taste, and touch and smell are crosslinguistically attested, they are 

especially prominent in African languages.  

Most of the studies focus on colexification between different sense modalities and not 

so much on colexification between different event-types. In this study, colexification 

between both sense modalities and between event-types is investigated.  

2.3 Circum-Baltic Area 

2.3.1 Languages of the Circum-Baltic Area 

The term Circum-Baltic languages refers to the languages spoken around the Baltic 

Sea – an area to which I will simply refer to as the Circum-Baltic Area (henceforth 

CBA). The major languages in this area belong to two language families: Indo-

European (represented by the Baltic, Germanic, and Slavic branches) and Uralic 

(Finnic and Saami branches). In addition, Romani, an Indo-Aryan language, and 

Turkic languages (Tatar and Karaim) are also spoken in the area.  
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Map 1 Circum-Baltic languages. Not showing non-territorial languages, i.e. Romani, Yiddish, Tatar. 
Map by Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001: xvi). 

The exact geographical boundaries of the CBA remain fuzzy and consequently it is 

challenging to give an exhaustive list of Circum-Baltic languages. Dahl & 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm define Circum-Baltic languages only as “the languages spoken 

around the Baltic Sea” and point out that the vagueness of the definition is due not 

only to the oftentimes impossible task of distinguishing a language from a dialect or a 

variety, but also to the vagueness of the preposition “around” – how far from the coast 

should we go? (Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2001: xvi-xvii.)  

The countries around the Baltic Sea are naturally homes to speakers of many other 

languages than just Baltic, Germanic, Slavic, Finnic, and Saami languages. For 

example, the top ten of the most spoken foreign languages in Finland in 2020 includes 

e.g. Arabic, Kurdish, Somali, and Vietnamese (Statistics Finland 2020). What is 

classified as a Circum-Baltic language is not only a question of geography, but also 

linked to historical interactions between the speakers of the languages. On the basis of 

archaeological, genetic, and linguistic evidence, it has been stated that the speakers of 

Baltic, Finnic, Germanic, Saami, and Slavic languages have lived in the regions around 

the Baltic Sea since at least the 2nd millennium BCE (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 

2001; Grünthal 2012; Lang 2020 [2018]). The evidence of language contact during 

pre-historic times comes in general from loan words, especially from Proto-Germanic 
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and Proto-Baltic to Proto-Finnic and Proto-Saami (e.g. Aikio 2012; Junttila 2012; 

Kallio 2012), and the immense number of loanwords, including body parts and kinship 

terms, points to extensive bilingualism in at least some contact areas. (Koptjevskaja-

Tamm & Wälchli 2001). 

What further complicates the task of listing Circum-Baltic languages is that there are 

also a number of extinct languages that were spoken in the area, including Old Prussian 

and Polabian, in addition to many contact varieties, such as Halbdeutsch, pidginized 

German spoken in Estonia, Russenorsk, a Russian-Norwegian pidgin used by traders 

and fishermen in Northern Norway, and Borgarmålet, a Swedish-Saami trade jargon 

(Roberge 2010; Stern 2011). Wälchli (2011: 325) gives an approximate number of 20–

30 languages, and Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001: xviii-xix) give a list of 32 

languages, including extinct languages, grouping many varieties together, and 

excluding contact varieties from the list.  

The exact definition and number of the Circum-Baltic languages also depends on the 

focus of each study and researcher. In order to achieve a very fine-grained analysis, all 

dialects and varieties are important, whereas for a broader view, including the standard 

varieties can be enough. Consequently, one researcher might list, for instance, 

Tornedalian and Finnish as separate languages, and another one might not. Thus, the 

exact number of Circum-Baltic languages is not necessarily a question that requires a 

definitive answer, but rather depends on the emphasis and aims of each study.  

In this study, only Turkic languages were ruled out because one of the main goals is 

to investigate the interactions of Indo-European and Uralic languages. The data was 

collected from native speakers via an online questionnaire and the data collection 

process was vague on the distinction of a dialect or a variety of a language on purpose. 

In the public descriptions of the study, the languages of interest were only defined as 

“Uralic languages and Indo-European languages spoken in Europe” and the 

respondents were never given a full list of targeted languages. This way none of the 

minority languages, regional varieties, or dialects were initially ruled out of the study.  

2.3.2 Language contact research on the Circum-Baltic Area  

The vast literature discussing contacts between the Circum-Baltic languages has 

mostly concentrated on loanwords (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001; 
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Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2006), the study of which has a long tradition. The Danish 

linguist Vilhelm Thomsen published his dissertation on Germanic influence in Finnic 

already in 1869, and the field is still active today. Since the history of the CBA is not 

documented in written sources to the same extent to that of the Mediterranean, for 

instance, loanwords are central in tracing the historical interactions of the various 

language groups. 

In addition to the study of loanwords, the language contact research on the CBA has 

often focused on the area being a Sprachbund, or an area where multiple Sprachbünde 

can be identified. Jakobson (2002 [1931]) was the first one to use the term Sprachbund 

for the CBA, proposing a “Baltic phonetic Sprachbund” which was based on 

polytonality in Jakobson’s terms, i.e. pitch accent (Jakobson 2002 [1931]: 137–138). 

The languages included in Jakobson’s Sprachbund were Norwegian (excluding the 

North-Western dialects), most Danish dialects, Swedish, some Low German dialects, 

Northern Cashubian, Lithuanian, Latvian, Livonian, and Estonian. Since then multiple 

Sprachbünde covering varying languages spoken in the CBA have been proposed, 

based on various isoglosses and features (overview in Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 

2001: 622–624; cf. also Helimski 2003; Östman 2011).  

Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli (2001: 624) note that the different proposed 

Sprachbünde in the CBA “cover different sets of languages with the result that all the 

isoglosses, when put together, hardly can be said to bundle”. The CBA rather seems 

to be an area where multiple layers of contact, both on a smaller and larger scale, have 

accumulated over a long period of time – Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli point out 

that: 

“intensive micro-contacts superimposed on each other sometimes create an impression 
of an overall macro-contact among the languages in an area, which has not necessarily 
been there. We believe that the notion of Sprachbund tends to overemphasize the 
overall macro-contact…” (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 626) 

On the basis of these arguments Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli have proposed the 

term contact superimposition zone to describe the CBA.  

The CBA has also been described as a buffer zone between Standard Average 

European (henceforth SAE) languages and languages spoken in Northern and Eastern 

Europe (Wälchli 2011: 325). The term Standard Average European was first coined 
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by Whorf (1995 [1939]) and became prominent after the EUROTYP project, referring 

to modern Indo-European languages of Europe which share many grammatical 

features. Some major SAE features include the presence of definite and indefinite 

articles, relative clauses headed by relative pronouns, ‘have’-perfects, and participial 

passives. French and German form the core of SAE, having the highest number typical 

features, followed by other Romance languages and Germanic languages. Much like 

in the case of the CBA, the area of SAE languages also has fuzzy boundaries within 

which multiple Sprachbünde can be identified – for example, the Balkan Sprachbund 

and the Charlemagne Sprachbund, van der Auwera’s (cf. van der Auwera & ÓBaoill 

1998) label for the core of SAE. (Haspelmath 2001; Stolz 2006; van der Auwera 2011.) 

The claimed Europeanization of some Uralic languages spoken in Europe, e.g. 

Estonian, Finnish, and Hungarian, could be seen as reflecting the buffer zone nature 

of the CBA. Some features in these westernmost Uralic languages where traces of 

Europeanization have been claimed to play a part include standard word order, 

comparative constructions, head and dependent marking, definiteness, pro-drop and 

expletive subjects, predicative possession, converbs, relative clauses, and the 

development of a perfect tense with the auxiliary ‘to be’, reflecting the typical SAE 

perfect with the auxiliary ‘to have’ (Haspelmath 2001; Dahl 2008; Laakso 2010: 608–

609; Wälchli 2011: 328–333). However, labelling this Europeanization or simply 

attributing all potential similarities to language contact has also been criticized, since 

independent parallel internal development might also be the reason (cf. Dahl & 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1992: 9–10; Laakso 2010: 608–609). 

In addition to the Europeanization of the westernmost Uralic languages, language 

contact in the CBA has also been observed as having had worked in the opposite 

direction – for example, Russian has been claimed to have a Uralic substrate, and this 

can be seen as another example of the buffer zone nature of the CBA. Some features 

in Modern Russian that have been identified as having a Uralic origin include akanye 

(the reduction of unstressed vowels), the loss of copula in the present tense, the loss of 

a habeo-type verb in favour of a mihi est possessive construction, and the use of 

partitive genitive (Veenker 1967; Grenoble 2010: 583–584; Laakso 2010: 607; Stern 

2011: 382–385). In addition to Russian, Baltic languages also bear traces of Uralic 

influence, including word-initial stress (Laakso 2010: 607), the loss of habeo-type 
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possessive construction, again in favour of a mihi est type construction, and the 

development of the analytical superlative degree in Latvian (Dahl & Koptjevskaja-

Tamm 1992: 13–14). It is also noteworthy that Slavic languages lack multiple SAE 

features (Haspelmath 2001: 1505).  

3 Data and analysis 

This section introduces the data that was used in this study and how it was analysed. 

Subsection 3.1 focuses on the data, discussing the choice of the data collection method 

and presenting the translation questionnaire used in this study. The subsection also 

presents the data obtained through the questionnaire and the final sample that was used 

in the study. The stages of analysis are presented in Subsection 3.2. This subsection 

also presents some important points on the notation used in the analysis and 

presentation of results.  

3.1 Data 

3.1.1 Data collection method 

While secondary data sources, such as reference grammars, are important data sources 

in grammatical typology, they are not as useful in lexical typological research. For 

most languages of the world, the lexicon still remains poorly described, and even with 

well-described languages it can be difficult to find dictionaries or thesauri having the 

level of detail needed for lexical typological research. The main methods of data 

collection in lexical typology have thus concentrated on various methods of elicitation, 

including questionnaires or visual stimuli, such as pictures, videoclips, or colour chips. 

(Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. 2007: 174–176.)  

Previous studies on perception verbs have used various methods for data collection, 

including translation questionnaires, parallel corpora, and secondary data sources, or 

a combination of these methods. Using a translation questionnaire includes the risk of 

interference from translation. The risk was already noted by Viberg (1981), who 

suspected that some of the stimuli given in Swedish might have affected the 

translations, and that the translators might have chosen an expression mirroring the 
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structure of the Swedish equivalent, even if there would have been a more common 

alternative (Viberg 1981: 38).  

Parallel corpora have been used by Viberg (2008) and Wälchli (2016). This approach 

also has its limitations. The first limitation is of course related to which languages are 

represented in parallel corpora. In the case of SAE languages, this is hardly a problem, 

but resources are scarcer for many other languages of the world. Massively parallel 

corpora offer a larger selection of languages, but the texts that are readily available as 

massively parallel corpora (mainly the New Testament and the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights) are not necessarily suitable for examining a certain semantic domain 

(Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. 2007: 176), such as perception verbs. Wälchli (2016) used 

a massively parallel corpus of the Gospel of Mark and notes that the corpus first of all 

had a bias towards hearing and especially sight, with fewer occurrences of verbs 

referring to smell, taste, or touch, and secondly perception verbs referring to state 

event-types were “hardly represented” and thus were completely excluded from the 

study (Wälchli 2016: 74–75). Since the aim of this study is to investigate verbs 

referring to all sense modalities and all event-types, parallel corpora were not a suitable 

option.  

Despite the risk of interference from translation, I chose a translation questionnaire as 

the data collection method. This gave me the possibility to target all five sense 

modalities and all three event-types, since I could design the questionnaire specifically 

for this purpose.  

3.1.2 Questionnaire 

The online translation questionnaire (presented in full in Appendix B) was created in 

Google Forms and contained 28 sentences that the respondents were asked to translate 

into their native language. 19 of these sentences targeted perception verbs. These 

sentences were modelled after Viberg’s basic paradigm (similar to Table 1 above), 

with slight modifications. The sentences aim to elicit verbs for all five different sense 

modalities and three event-types for each sense modality. For smell and taste each, 

there were three sentences that aimed to elicit the state event-type, discerning between 

smell/taste + noun, smell/taste + ‘good’, and smell/taste + ‘bad’.  
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Nine other sentences were added to make the focus on perception verbs less evident to 

the respondents. These sentences were intentionally modelled to resemble the other 

sentences both syntactically and lexically, including similar sentence pairs as the 

sentences focusing on perception verbs (e.g. Peter read the book. The book was 

exciting. –  Peter tasted the food. The food tasted good.), a test frame (Peter checked 

the calendar to see which day it was. – Peter tasted the food to see if he could eat it.) 

and similar vocabulary (e.g. Peter fed the birds. – Peter saw the birds.). All the 

sentences are presented in Table 3 below. 

 Sense modality Event-type Sentence 
1 SIGHT ACTIVITY Peter looked at the birds. 

2 SIGHT EXPERIENCE Peter saw the birds. 

3 SIGHT STATE Peter looked happy. 

4 HEARING ACTIVITY Peter listened to the birds. 
5 HEARING EXPERIENCE Peter heard the birds. 

6 HEARING STATE Peter sounded happy. 

7 TOUCH ACTIVITY Peter felt the cloth to test how soft it was. 

8 TOUCH EXPERIENCE Peter felt a stone under his foot. 
9 TOUCH STATE The cloth felt soft. 

10 TASTE ACTIVITY Peter tasted the soup to see if he could eat it. 

11 TASTE EXPERIENCE Peter tasted garlic in the soup. 

12 TASTE STATE The soup tasted of garlic. 
13 TASTE STATE The soup tasted good. 

14 TASTE STATE The soup tasted bad. 

15 SMELL ACTIVITY Peter smelled the milk to see if it had gone sour. 

16 SMELL EXPERIENCE Peter smelled smoke in the room. 
17 SMELL STATE The room smelled of smoke. 

18 SMELL STATE The food smelled good. 

19 SMELL STATE The food smelled bad. 

20 - - Peter read the book. 
21 - - The book was exciting. 

22 - - Peter entered the room. 

23 - - Peter waited for the train. 

24 - - The train was late. 
25 - - Peter fed the birds.  

26 - - The birds at the seeds. 

27 - - Peter drank the milk. 

28 - - Peter checked the calendar to see which day it was. 

Table 3 Questionnaire sentences 
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In the questionnaire, the sentences were presented in such order that very similar 

sentences (e.g. The food smelled good and The soup tasted good), sentences targeting 

the same sense modality, or sentences targeting the same event-type were not 

presented back-to-back. On one hand, I chose this kind of shuffled order to avoid 

boring the respondent. I was also suspicious that presenting very similar sentences 

back-to-back could lead to mistakes (for instance with the sentences of type 

“smell/taste good”) if the respondent was not focusing fully on the questionnaire. On 

the other hand, I also hoped that the order of the sentences would partly shift the focus 

away from perception verbs.  

In addition to the sentences, the questionnaire had two background questions in the 

beginning, and in the end of the questionnaire there was an optional space for leaving 

comments or feedback. In the background questions, the respondents were asked to 

name the language they were answering in. If the language was spoken in multiple 

countries, the respondents were also asked to specify their country. This allowed me 

to discern between regional varieties of languages, for example Finland Swedish. 

Since the respondents were also given the possibility to withdraw from the study, I 

asked for the e-mail addresses of the respondents. This way I would be able to connect 

a certain respondent to a certain reply in case someone chose to withdraw from the 

study. The email addresses were not used in the analysis in any way and they were 

kept separate from the data. Finally, once the analysis was complete, all records of 

email addresses were destroyed permanently. 

Overall, I tried to keep the questionnaire short to make it quick and easy to answer, in 

addition to avoiding fatiguing the respondent. I hoped that a short questionnaire would 

reach more respondents and encourage the respondents to fill out the questionnaire in 

full. However, keeping the questionnaire short poses limitations to the scope and the 

level of detail of investigation. A longer, more detailed questionnaire, including e.g. 

varying sentence types, would have enabled a more fine-grained investigation of 

perception verbs. By using a short questionnaire, I prioritised reaching as many 

respondents as possible over reaching fewer respondents but receiving more detailed 

data on perception verbs. Two reasons influenced this choice. First, a greater number 

of responses per language would give a stronger base for forming generalisations.  

Secondly, obtaining a greater number of responses could possibly also mean obtaining 
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responses in a greater number of individual languages. Since crosslinguistic 

comparison is central to the objectives of this study, I hoped to receive responses in as 

many languages as possible. 

3.1.3 Responses and sample 

The questionnaire was distributed via multiple channels, including social media 

platforms, e-mailing lists, word of mouth, as well as by contacting various language 

associations via e-mail. The questionnaire was aimed at native speakers and I did not 

specifically avoid multilingual respondents, since especially speakers of Celtic 

languages and Uralic languages other than Finnish, Estonian, and Hungarian are in 

general multilingual (Laakso 2010: 599–600; Eberhard et al. 2021). Having the 

questionnaire in English and distributing it online of course limits the pool of potential 

respondents to those who understand English and have access to the Internet. These 

factors have likely reduced the possibility of reaching older speakers of some 

languages. Additionally, asking for the respondent’s e-mail address may have turned 

some potential respondents away. 

In total, I received 368 replies in 41 languages. 19 replies were discarded from the data 

because some respondents had misunderstood the instructions of the questionnaire, 

and some had only partially filled in the questionnaire. In addition to the discarded 

replies, I received 7 answers in languages and varieties spoken outside of Europe, 

including Canadian French, Brazilian Portuguese, Mexican Spanish, and Afrikaans. 

These responses were not included in the crosslinguistic analysis since Indo-European 

languages spoken outside of Europe are not targeted in thus study. However, the 

replies from varieties of SAE languages spoken outside of Europe presented 

interesting points of comparison, and some details are presented in footnotes in Section 

4 where relevant. The whole dataset (349 responses, discarded responses excluded) is 

available online3. 

On average, there were 3–5 replies per language. I received more than ten replies in 

eleven languages: Czech, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, German, Hungarian, Latvian, 

Lithuanian, Swedish, Russian, and Ukrainian, ranging between 12 to 99 replies per 

language. In general, even with ten or more replies per language, there was not 

                                                
3 At https://github.com/raaoo/pedseu 
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considerable variation in the replies, but instead many were almost if not completely 

identical. Much of the variation in the replies was also found in elements that are not 

in any way crucial for this study, including the translation of the name Peter, as well 

as choice of adjectives in certain sentences.  

Since variation was not considerable even in a large number of responses of a single 

language, I limited the number of individual replies to include in the final analysis to 

10 per language, which puts the final range of replies per language between 1 and 10 

replies. This also enabled dedicating more time to the crosslinguistic analysis, which 

is the main objective of this study, instead of spending that time on analysing dozens 

of nearly or even completely identical responses. In choosing the ten replies to include 

in the final analysis, I conducted a general overview of the replies for each language 

with more than 10 replies. The ten replies included in the final analysis were selected 

to reflect the variation pertaining to the perception verbs in data, but also to capture 

the relative frequencies of these verbs compared to each other.  

The final sample includes 199 replies in 40 languages. Table 4 below summarises the 

number of eligible replies per language as well as what was included in the final sample. 

The languages of the sample are presented on Map 2 below. 

Language family Branch Language Total responses Sample 
Indo-European  Baltic Latvian 24 10 

Lithuanian 15 10 
Celtic  Breton 1 1 

Welsh 3 3 

Scottish Gaelic 8 8 

Irish 7 7 
Germanic  Dutch 19 10 

German 13 10 

Luxembourgish 1 1 

Swedish 17 10 

Norwegian 3 3 

Danish 3 3 

Greek Greek 3 3 
Romance Spanish 3 3 
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  Galician 1 1 

Portuguese  4 4 

Catalan 1 1 

French 3 3 

Italian 4 4 

Romanian 2 2 
Slavic  Polish 8 8 

Slovak 5 5 

Czech 17 10 

Slovenian 4 4 

Serbian 5 5 

Croatian 2 2 

Bosnian 3 3 

Macedonian 2 2 

Bulgarian 3 3 

Russian 99 10 

Belarusian 5 5 

Ukrainian 12 10 
Uralic  Finnic  Finnish 13 10 

Estonian 12 10 

Karelian 1 1 

Tornedalian 1 1 

Saami North Saami 1 1 

Hungarian Hungarian 12 10 

Permic Komi 1 1 

Mari Mari 1 1 

Total 342 199 

Table 4 Number of responses per language   
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Map 2 Languages of the study.4  

The final sample is skewed towards Indo-European, represented by 164 responses in 

32 languages, while there are only 35 responses in eight Uralic languages. The Circum-

Baltic languages in the sample are Belarusian, Estonian, Finnish, Danish, German, 

Karelian, Latvian, Lithuanian, North Saami, Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Swedish, 

and Tornedalian, which are represented by 92 responses in total. 

3.2 Analysis 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The analysis proceeded in two separate stages. The first stage consisted of analysing 

the individual responses for each language and identifying possible colexifications. 

This stage resulted in language profiles, where the results for each individual language 

are presented in a table format. The first stage formed the basis for the crosslinguistic 

analysis, which is the main objective of this study. In this stage, the colexification 

patterns of related languages were compared to each other. Finally, the colexification 

                                                
4 All the maps presented in this study, unless otherwise specified, were created in RStudio (RStudio 
Team 2016; R Core Team 2019) using packages lingtypology (Moroz 2017) and RColorBrewer 
(Neuwirth 2014).  
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patterns of Circum-Baltic languages were compared in relation to each other, as well 

as to the patterns found in related languages spoken outside of the CBA. 

Since English as a metalanguage only differentiates the three event-types when sight 

and hearing are concerned, referring to the different event-types of touch, taste, and 

smell is not always straight-forward. I have therefore adopted the following way to 

systematically refer to the different event-types in this work: sense modalities are 

written in small capitals: SIGHT, HEARING, TOUCH, TASTE, SMELL, and different event-

types are marked with abbreviations: A for activity, E for experience, and S for state. 

These are used in combination with name of the sense modality, e.g., TOUCH-A, SMELL-

S. The combinations are also used for the event-types that are lexically differentiated 

in English, e.g., ‘to look at’ is SIGHT-A, ‘to hear’ is HEARING-E, and so on. 

3.2.2 Analysis of individual languages 

The first stage of the analysis was to identify colexification patterns in individual 

languages. This required two steps: first, identifying how a language expresses each 

of the 15 meanings presented in the basic paradigm of perception verbs, and second, 

investigating if two or more of these meanings were expressed with the same lexical 

item, i.e. colexified.  

The responses were grouped by respondent, so that the analysable material for each 

language consisted of 1–10 sets of 19 sentences. Responses were kept in these sets so 

that I was able to identify any possible idiosyncrasies a respondent might have. Some 

respondents had also left comments, and these comments were attached to the 

corresponding set of sentences. In case the respondent had specified their country, this 

information was attached to the set information to control for regional variation.  

 Dutch 1  Dutch 2 (Belgium)  

TOUCH-A Peter heeft aan de stof gevoelt 
om te kijken hoe zacht het was 

Peter voelde aan de stof om te 
kijken hoe zacht hij was. 

voelen aan 
(2) 

TOUCH-E Peter voelde een steentje onder 
zijn voet. 

Peter voelde een steen onder 
zijn voet. voelen (2) 

TOUCH-S De stof was zacht. De stof voelde zacht. voelen (1), 
zijn (1) 

Table 5 Example of analysis: Dutch 
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An example of the analysis process is given in Table 5 above. For each sentence in 

each set, I identified which expression corresponded to one of the 15 meanings 

presented in the basic paradigm. In some cases, this was single verb, like in the Dutch 

examples above, but sometimes a longer construction, e.g. a compound verb (verb + 

noun) or a paraphrase was used. I then compared which slots in the paradigm were 

expressed with the same verb or construction. For example, in the second set of 

responses in the table above, voelen ‘to feel’ covers both TOUCH-E and TOUCH-S.  

Finally, I looked at the variation in the attested expressions and counted the frequencies 

to see which expressions were used systematically by all respondents, and whether 

some expressions were more marginal. For example, in the table above, two different 

expressions were used for TOUCH-S, voelen ‘to feel’ and zijn ‘to be’. In the full set of 

responses for Dutch, voelen was much more frequent than zijn, and as voelen was also 

systematically used to express TOUCH-E by all respondents, I concluded that voelen 

colexifies these two meanings. 

Examining frequencies was of course impossible when there was only one respondent 

for a language. Working on the basis of only one response can give too much weight 

to idiosyncrasies. This situation affects the analysis of Uralic languages in particular, 

five of which were represented by one response only.  

When all sets of responses of a single language were analysed in the above manner, I 

created a language profile, similar to the table format in which the basic paradigm is 

presented (see Tables 1 and 2 in Section 2.2.2). It is important to note that the language 

profiles are summaries and based on generalisations that can be made from the data. 

They aim to present what is typical in a language, not to document all imaginable 

variations. All language profiles are presented in Appendix A with additional notes.  

Since colexification is defined as a language associating two or more distinct senses 

with the same lexical form (François 2008: 170), the analysis relies on what forms are 

considered the same and what different. In some cases, this is quite straightforward: 

for example, it is quite clear that English verbs hear and taste are not the same lexical 

form. Other cases, however, are not this clear: for example, are the English verbs look 

and look at the same lexical form? In the analysis, I consider a verb that has a fixed 

preposition as one single lexical unit, thus look and look at are different lexical forms, 
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as are the Dutch voelen and voelen aan in the examples above. Prefixation and 

suffixation were also treated this way, e.g. Hungarian néz ‘to look at’ and ki-néz ‘to 

look’ (lit. ‘out-look’) are considered different lexical forms. Morphological actives and 

passives are also considered different lexical forms (e.g. Danish føle ‘to feel’, active 

vs føle-s ‘to feel (like something)’, passive). In short, the analysis did not take into 

account any partial morphological similarities shared between two or more verbs: for 

example, Hungarian néz ‘to look at’ and kinéz ‘to look’ were considered as different 

as néz and lát ‘to see’. However, I made some sporadic observations of the 

morphological structure of the verbs. 

The constructions consisting of a verb and a noun were analysed on the basis of the 

verb if the noun was the object of the verb in question. The overwhelming majority of 

attested verb + noun constructions involved the verb ‘to feel’ combined with a noun 

meaning ‘taste’ or ‘smell’, the noun being the object. Constructions such as ‘to feel’, 

‘to feel taste (of)’, ‘to feel smell (of)’ were analysed on the basis of the verb that is 

used to express ‘to feel’. However, when such constructions were attested, the details 

of the construction were noted in the language profiles. These constructions and their 

analysis are also discussed in more detail in Section 4 below.  

3.2.3 Crosslinguistic analysis 

The language profiles formed the basis of the crosslinguistic analysis. The first step of 

the crosslinguistic analysis was to compare related languages to each other in order to 

determine if a typically Indo-European or a typically Uralic colexification pattern 

could be identified. I also analysed colexification patterns on the level of a branch. 

Since colexification patterns are commonly shared on the level of branch rather than 

on the level of language family, this is the level on which the results are presented in 

Section 4. 

After comparing related languages, I investigated the Circum-Baltic languages from 

two points of view: how they relate to each other, and how they relate to their sister 

languages not spoken in the CBA. For example, Polish was compared other Circum-

Baltic languages, but also to Slavic languages not spoken in the CBA, such as Czech 

or Slovenian.  
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The small number of responses in Uralic languages made comparing the Uralic 

languages spoken in the CBA to other Uralic languages difficult. First of all, there are 

fewer languages to which the Uralic languages spoken in the CBA can be compared 

to. Out of the 40 languages in the sample, eight are Uralic languages, four of which 

are spoken in the CBA. Additionally, multiple branches of Uralic were represented by 

only one language for which there was only one respondent. When a branch is 

represented only by one language, no branch-level generalisations can be made.  

4 Results  

This section presents the results of analysis, first grouped by language family and 

branch in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2. The branches are presented in alphabetical order. 

Subsection 4.3 concentrates specifically on crosslinguistic results concerning the CBA. 

The individual results for each language can be found in Appendix A. All the examples 

in this section come from the data. The translations given are the stimulus sentences 

in the questionnaire and the number of the sentence is given in parentheses after the 

translation.  

4.1 Indo-European 

4.1.1 Baltic 

Latvian and Lithuanian have surprisingly different patterns despite sharing many 

cognates. Latvian differentiates all sense modalities and event-types, while in 

Lithuanian we find colexification in experience and state event-types of TOUCH and 

TASTE. Two verbs, pajusti and pajausti are used to express both TOUCH-E and TASTE-

E (1). For TASTE-E, pajusti and pajausti can be used with the noun skonis ‘taste’ to 

specify the sense modality – however, this does not seem obligatory, as many 

respondents left it out (1-bc). 

(1) Lithuanian 

a. Petras pajuto akmenį po pėda 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG  stone.ACC.SG under foot.INS.SG 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 

b.  Petras  pajuto  česnaką  sriuboje. 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG  garlic.ACC.SG soup.LOC.SG 
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c.  Petras  pajuto  česnako  skonį  sriuboje. 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG  garlic.GEN.SG  taste.ACC.SG soup.LOC.SG 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

In Latvian, sajust (and just) is primarily used to express TOUCH-E and marginally to 

express both TASTE-E and SMELL-E. For TASTE and SMELL, verbs such as sagaršot and 

saost were widely preferred (2). 

(2) Latvian 

a.  Pēteris sajuta akmeni zem pēdas. 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG  stone.ACC.SG under foot.GEN.SG 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 

b.  Pēteris zupā sagaršoja ķiplokus. 
 Peter soup.LOC.SG   taste.PST.3SG  garlic.ACC.PL   

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

c.  Pēteris saoda dūmus istabā. 
 Peter smell.PST.3SG   smoke.ACC.PL  room.LOC.SG   

 ‘Peter smelled smoke in the room.’ (S25) 

Both Latvian and Lithuanian have a copula in TOUCH-S (Latvian būt, Lithuanian būti) 

much like in Romance and Slavic languages (3–4). In Latvian, the verbs šķist and 

likties ‘to seem, appear’ were also used to express TOUCH-S (4), but the copula was the 

most frequent option. In Lithuanian, the copula is also used systematically for TASTE-

S, whereas in Latvian this seems possible but marginal.  

(3) Lithuanian 

 Audinys buvo minkštas.  
 cloth be.PST.3SG  soft 

 ‘The cloth felt soft.’ (S15) 

(4) Latvian 

a.  Audums bija mīksts. 
 cloth be.PST.3SG  soft  

b.  Audums šķita/likās mīksts.  
 cloth seem.PST.3SG  soft    

 ‘The cloth felt soft.’ (S15) 

4.1.2 Celtic 

Like Baltic languages, Celtic languages also show a lot of variation within the branch. 

The Goidelic languages in the data, Irish and Scottish Gaelic, differ greatly from the 
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Brythonic languages, Breton and Welsh. Additionally, Irish and Scottish Gaelic share 

a lot of similarities, while Breton and Welsh have little in common. 

In Irish and Scottish Gaelic, colexifications are found both between different sense 

modalities as well as different event-types. In fact, these languages have the smallest 

number of distinct perception verbs in the whole sample. In both Irish and Scottish 

Gaelic, the state event-types of all sense modalities are expressed with the copula (Irish 

bhí, Scottish Gaelic bi) or by various paraphrases that employ the copula. While many 

Indo-European languages typically employ copulas to express the state event-types of 

TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL, SIGHT and HEARING are usually expressed differently. 

Either there are distinct verbs for SIGHT-S and HEARING-S, like English ‘to look’ and 

‘to sound’, or a more general verb ‘to seem, appear’ is used to express these two 

meanings. In the Goidelic languages in the data, this is not the case. For example, in 

Irish ‘Peter looked happy’ was paraphrased in one response as Bhí cuma shásta ar 

Pheadar ‘(There) was a pleased appearance on Peter’. Similarly, in Scottish Gaelic 

‘Peter sounded happy’ was paraphrased as Bha toileachas ann an guth Pheadair 

‘(There) was happiness in Peter’s voice’. 

Scottish Gaelic also exhibits a rather rare type of colexification in the data, i.e. the 

colexification of TOUCH-A, TASTE-A, and SMELL-A, using the verb feuch ‘to try, test’. 

Elsewhere in the data, if TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL are colexified, it is in the state 

event-types through the use of copula or possessive constructions, or in the experience 

event-type. Besides feuch, also the verb fairich ‘to feel’ covers multiple sense 

modalities and event-types when it comes to TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL, however, 

when used to express TASTE-E and SMELL-E the verb was combined with nouns blas 

‘taste’ or fàileadh ‘smell’ to distinguish the sense modality.  

 Activity Experience State 

Sight coimhead, seall faic bi 

Hearing èist cluinn bi 

Touch feuch, fairich fairich bi 

Taste feuch, blais fairich blas, faigh blas, blais bi 

Smell feuch, fairich fairich fàileadh bi 

Table 6 Scottish Gaelic 
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On the contrary, in Welsh colexification is found only between event-types, not sense 

modalities. The pattern is essentially the same as in English: all event-types of SIGHT 

and HEARING are distinguished, whereas all event-types of TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL 

each are colexified. Another parallel to English is found in the Welsh verbs for SIGHT. 

Verbs for SIGHT-A and SIGHT-S are very similar, while SIGHT-E completely suppletive: 

edrych ar ‘to look at’ (A), gweld ‘to see’ (E), edrych ‘to look’ (S). In the periphrastic 

conjugation of Welsh, the difference between edrych ar and edrych is also shown in 

the choice of the auxiliary: gwneud ‘to do, make’ (5-b) or bod ‘to be’ (5-d).  

(5) Welsh 

a.  Edrychodd Pedr ar yr adar.  
 look.PST.3SG Peter  at ART.DEF birds  

b.  Gwnaeth Peter edrych ar yr adar. 
 do.PST.3SG Peter  look.VN  at ART.DEF birds  

 ‘Peter looked at the birds.’ (S18) 

c. Edrychodd Pedr yn hapus.   
 look.PST.3SG Peter  PRED happy  

d.  Roedd Peter yn edrych yn hapus.  
 be.PST.3SG Peter  PRED look.VN  PRED happy 

 ‘Peter looked happy.’ (S5)  

In Breton, colexification is found between sense modalities, but to a lesser extent than 

in Irish and Scottish Gaelic. In Breton TOUCH-S, TASTE-S, and SMELL-S are colexified: 

the copula bezañ ‘to be’ is used. For SIGHT-S, Breton uses a fixed expression kâd un 

aer, literally ‘to have an air’ meaning ‘to seem, appear’ – the same expression was 

found in French (avoir l’air), and Portuguese (estar com ar). However, it is good to 

keep in mind that there was only one respondent for Breton.  

4.1.3 Germanic 

Germanic languages are characterized by always differentiating between the five sense 

modalities in all event-types. However, Germanic languages do not always 

differentiate between the event-types of a given sense modality, especially when it 

comes to TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL. All Germanic languages in the sample 

systematically differentiate the three event-types for SIGHT and HEARING. Additionally, 

unlike the vast majority of the surveyed languages, Germanic languages do not use 

copulas or paraphrases to express state event-types. A typical Germanic pattern is 

exemplified in Table 7 below, presenting the German verbs of perception. 
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 Activity Experience State 

Sight ansehen, anschauen sehen aussehen 

Hearing zuhören hören klingen, sich anhören 

Touch fühlen fühlen anfühlen 

Taste probieren schmecken schmecken 

Smell riechen riechen riechen 

Table 7 German 

Swedish deviates considerably from the overall pattern of Germanic languages and 

will be discussed separately at the end of this section.  

For TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL, there is less differentiation and in most of the Germanic 

languages two verbs or even only one verb is used to cover all three event-types. Either 

the experience and state event-types are colexified, while activity has a separate verb, 

or activity and experience event-types are colexified while state event-type has a 

separate verb. For TASTE, the first option is found in German (6), the latter in Dutch 

(7). It is interesting to see that even though the German and Dutch verbs used for 

different event-types of TASTE are cognates, the colexification patterns are different. 

In Luxembourgish, a cognate schmaachen colexifies all event-types of taste. 

(6) German 

a. Peter probierte  die Suppe  um  zu sehen  
 Peter try.PST.3SG ART.DEF.F soup in order to see.INF 

 ob  er  sie  essen konnte. 
 Q 3SG.M 3SG.F eat.INF can.PST.3SG 

 ‘Peter tasted the soup to see if he could eat it.’ (S21) 

b. Peter  schmeckte  Knoblauch  in  der Suppe. 
 Peter taste.PST.3SG garlic in ART.DEF.F.DAT soup 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

c. Die  Suppe schmeckte   nach  Knoblauch. 
 ART.DEF.F soup taste.PST.3SG  like garlic 

 ‘The soup tasted of garlic.’ (S4) 

(7) Dutch 

a. Peter  proefde  de  soep  om   te  weten  
 Peter try.PST.3SG ART.DEF soup in order to know.INF 

 of  hij  het  kon  eten.  
 Q 3SG.M 3SG.N can.PST.3SG eat.INF 

 ‘Peter tasted the soup to see if he could eat it.’ (S21) 
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b. Peter  proefde knoflook  in  de  soep. 
 Peter taste.PST.3SG garlic in ART.DEF soup 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

c. De  soep  smaakte  naar  knoflook. 
 ART.DEF soup taste.PST.3SG like garlic 

 ‘The soup tasted of garlic.’ (S4) 

Swedish is the only Germanic language in which one verb colexifies different sense 

modalities: the verb känna ‘to feel’ is used for TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E (8). 

For TASTE and SMELL, känna is paired either with the preposition av ‘of’ and nouns 

smak ‘taste’ or lukt ‘smell’ (8-b, 8-d) or it can take a compound word of type ‘x-

taste/smell’ as a direct object (8-c, 8-e). Plain känna, without any specification of the 

sense modality, was also attested for TASTE and SMELL. As was explained in Section 

3.2.2 above, constructions of this type were analysed on the basis of the verb, not the 

combination of the verb and object, even though the object of the verb can also refer 

to the sense modality.  

(8) Swedish 

a. Peter  kände  en  sten  under  foten. 
 Peter feel.PST ART.INDF stone under foot.DEF 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 

b. Peter kände smaken av vitlök i  soppan. 
 Peter feel.PST taste.DEF of garlic in soup.DEF 

c. Peter kände vitlöks-smak  i soppan. 
 Peter feel.PST garlic-taste in soup.DEF 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

d. Peter kände lukten av  rök  i  rummet. 
 Peter feel.PST  smell.DEF of smoke in room.DEF 

e. Peter kände rök-lukt i  rummet. 
 Peter feel.PST smoke-smell in room.DEF 

 ‘Peter smelled smoke in the room.’ (S25) 

In closely related languages, Norwegian and Danish, the pattern is like in other 

Germanic languages, i.e. multiple sense modalities are not colexified in a single verb. 

Even when we can find a cognate of känna in Norwegian, the overall pattern is 

different (9). Norwegian kjenne is used for TOUCH-E and kjenne på for TOUCH-A (cf. 

Swedish känna på), but kjenne or other verbs derived from kjenne are not used for 

other sense modalities than TOUCH. 
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(9) Norwegian 

a. Peter  kjente  en  stein  under foten. 
 Peter  feel.PST ART.INDF stone under foot.DEF 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 

b.  Peter smakte hvitløk i suppa. 
 Peter   taste.PST garlic in soup.DEF 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

c.  Peter luktet  røyk  i  rommet. 
 Peter   smell.PST  smoke in room.DEF 

 ‘Peter smelled smoke in the room.’ (S25) 

(10) Danish 

a. Peter følte en sten under sin  fod. 
 Peter feel.PST ART.INDF stone under POSS.3SG foot 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 

b. Peter  smagte hvidløg  i  suppen. 
 Peter taste.PST garlic in soup.DEF 

 ’Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

c. Peter  lugtede  røg i  rummet. 
 Peter smell.PST smoke in  room.DEF 

 ‘Peter smelled smoke in the room.’ (S25) 

4.1.4 Greek 

In Greek, colexification is found primarily between event-types; for example, myrizo 

covers all event-types of SMELL (hyponym vromao ‘to stink’ was also attested in 

negative contexts). Colexifying all different event-types of SMELL is not unusual in the 

data: it is also found in some Germanic and Romance languages, in addition to 

Bulgarian and Macedonian. Greek also colexifies TASTE-A and TASTE-E, similarly to 

e.g. Dutch, illustrated in (7) above. Interestingly, Greek also colexifies HEARING-A and 

HEARING-E, which is very infrequent in the data. The vast majority of the surveyed 

languages differentiate all event-types of HEARING, and the only other language that 

systematically colexifies event-types of HEARING is Portuguese, where ouvir covers 

both HEARING-A and HEARING-E. In Greek the sentences ‘Peter listened to the birds’ 

and ‘Peter heard the birds’ are identical (11-a). For HEARING-S, Greek uses akougomai, 

the passive form of akouo (11-b), or fainomai ‘to seem, appear’, which was also used 

for SIGHT-S (11-c). 
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(11) a. Ο  Πέτρος  άκουσε  τα  πουλιά. 
  O Petros  akouse  ta   poulia. 
   ART.DEF.SG.M Peter hear.PST.3SG ART.DEF.PL.N bird.PL 

  ‘Peter listened to/heard the birds.’ (S3, S12) 

 b.  Ο  Πέτρος  ακούστηκε   χαρούµενος. 
  O Petros akoustīke  kharoumenos  
  ART.DEF.SG.M Peter  hear.PASS.PST.3SG happy.SG.M 

  ‘Peter sounded happy.’ (S24) 

 c.  Ο  Πέτρος  φαινόταν   χαρούµενος. 
  O Petros fainotan  kharoumenos  
  ART.DEF.SG.M Peter  seem.PST.3SG  happy.SG.M 

  ‘Peter looked/sounded happy.’ (S5, S24) 

(11-c) exemplifies colexification between sense modalities, which in Greek only 

occurs in state event-types. The colexification of SIGHT-S and HEARING-S in a verb 

meaning ‘to seem, appear’ is widespread in data, found in many Romance languages, 

but also in Uralic languages. In Greek, colexification can also be found between 

TOUCH-S and TASTE-S, where copula eimai ‘to be’ was used (12-ab) – this is similar to 

many languages in the sample. For TASTE-S, also a ‘to have taste’ construction was 

found (12-c) – a similar construction is used in many Romance languages and South 

Slavic languages. 

(12) a. Το ύφασµα ήταν  απαλό. 
  To yfasma  ītan apalo   
   ART.DEF.SG.N cloth be.PST.3SG soft 

   ‘The cloth felt soft.’ (S15) 

 b.  Η  σούπα  ήταν  νόστιµη. 
   Ī soupa ītan nostimī  
  ART.DEF.SG.F soup be.PST.3SG tasty.SG.F 

 c.  Η  σούπα είχε ωραία γεύση. 
   Ī soupa eikhe oraia gefsī 
   ART.DEF.SG.F soup   have.PST.3SG good.SG.F taste 

  ‘The soup tasted good.’ (S26) 

4.1.5 Romance 

Romance languages are characterized by the colexification of multiple sense 

modalities in the experience event-type. In all the languages, this verb is a reflex of 

Latin sentire: Catalan sentir, French sentir, Italian sentire, Portuguese sentir, 

Romanian simti, Spanish sentir. A reflex of sentire is used at least for TOUCH-E and 

TASTE-E (Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish), in French also for SMELL-E. In Italian it 
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also covers HEARING-E, and in Catalan it is used only for HEARING-E. Interestingly, 

Galician is the only language in which a reflex of sentire does not appear in the data. 

However, in Galician a single verb, notar, is used to cover both TOUCH-E and TASTE-

E, so the pattern is quite similar to other Romance languages. In Catalan, notar is used 

for TOUCH-E and SMELL-E. In Spanish, notar was used interchangeably with sentir, 

covering both TOUCH-E and TASTE-E.  

It is challenging to pin down the prototypical meaning of the reflexes of sentire, unlike 

with the case of Swedish känna. First of all, we can find verbs derived from känna 

used for all the event-types of TOUCH (känna på for activity and kännas for state), and 

secondly känna is not generally used alone for TASTE and SMELL, but in combination 

with nouns specifying the sense modality.  

In Romance languages, reflexes of sentire are not clearly linked to a single sense 

modality. In Latin, sentire had the primary meaning ‘perceive’ and it could be used for 

any sense modality (L&S; Galac 2020: 140), and this meaning is chosen for the 

glossing below. Usually, reflexes of sentire are found only in experience event-types, 

however, in French sentir is used for all event-types of SMELL, and in Portuguese sentir 

is used also for TOUCH-A – but not at all for SMELL. In addition, reflexes of sentire can 

cover multiple sense modalities without any further specifications of the sense 

modality (13–14).  

(13) Italian 

a. Pietro sentì gli uccelli. 
 Peter perceive.PST.3SG ART.DEF.PL bird.PL 

 ‘Peter heard the birds.’ (S12) 

b. Pietro sentì un sasso  sotto  il piede. 
 Peter perceive.PST.3SG ART.INDF.M rock under ART.DEF.M foot 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 

c. Pietro sentì l' aglio nella zuppa. 
 Peter perceive.PST.3.SG. ART.DEF.  garlic  in.ART.DEF.F  soup 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

(14) Spanish 

a. Pedro sintió una piedra bajo si pie. 
 Peter perceive.PST.3SG ART.INDF.F stone under POSS.3SG foot 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 
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b. Pedro sintió el ajo en la sopa. 
 Peter perceive.PST.3SG ART.DEF.M garlic in ART.DEF.F soup 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

Like Goidelic Celtic languages, Greek, and Lithuanian described above, many 

Romance languages also lack distinct perception verbs for TOUCH-S and TASTE-S. To 

express TOUCH-S, Romance languages usually employ copulas, and TASTE-S is usually 

expressed with a verb ‘to have’ combined with the noun ‘taste’, like in Greek (see 12-

c above).5  

Colexification of SIGHT-S and HEARING-S is also typical in Romance languages. In 

French, Italian, and Portuguese, a verb with the primary meaning ‘to seem’ (French 

sembler, Italian sembrare, Portuguese parecer) is used to cover both SIGHT-S and 

HEARING-S (15–17). 

(15) French 

Pierre  semblait  heureux. 
Peter  seem.PST.3SG  happy.SG.M 

‘Peter looked/sounded happy.’ (S5, S24) 

(16) Italian 

Pietro  sembrava  felice. 
Peter  seem.PST.3SG  happy.SG 

‘Peter looked/sounded happy.’ (S5, S24) 

(17) Portuguese 

O  Pedro  parecia  feliz. 
ART.DEF.M  Peter  seem.PST.3SG  happy.SG 

‘Peter looked/sounded happy.’ (S5, S24) 

However, even in these languages HEARING-S usually has a separate verb that is used 

alongside with the verb used for SIGHT-S, similarly to Greek (see 11-b above). Even 

when one verb covers two meanings, differentiating the two meanings seemed to be 

                                                
5 Interestingly, Brazilian Portuguese and Mexican Spanish seem to use ‘to have/make’ constructions 

where European Portuguese and Spanish have distinct perception verbs. For example, Portuguese saber 

(TASTE-S) and cheirar (SMELL-S) were not used at all by the respondents who spoke Brazilian 

Portuguese. Constructions such as ter gosto/cheiro ‘to have taste/smell’, estar com gosto/cheiro ‘to be 

with taste/smell’, or only estar ‘to be’ were present only in the replies of Brazilian Portuguese speakers. 

Conversely, Canadian French uses goûter for all event-types of TASTE, which is not the case in European 

French. In this respect, the pattern of Canadian French resembles English. 
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desirable for the respondents. For example, Italian sembrare was never used for both 

SIGHT-S and HEARING-S by the same respondent: if the respondent used sembrare for 

HEARING-S, they used another verb for SIGHT-S (apparire ‘to appear, seem’) in their 

reply. If they used sembrare for SIGHT-S, which was more frequent in the data, they 

used another verb for HEARING-S, e.g. suonare ‘to sound’, or even a paraphrase in one 

case: La voce di Pietro trasmetteva allegria, ‘Peter’s voice conveyed cheerfulness.’ 

For Portuguese, two out of four respondents used the same verb, and for French, one 

out of three respondents. In French, a fixed expression avoir l’air, literally ‘to have the 

air’ but meaning ‘to seem, appear’ was used for SIGHT-S, and in Portuguese, the related 

expression estar com ar ‘to be with air’ was also used by one respondent.  

Interestingly, one Portuguese-speaking respondent commented that choosing parecer 

over soar ‘to sound’ seemed more intuitive and natural. Similarly, a Romanian-

speaking respondent commented that “sounding a certain emotion” does not seem 

natural in Romanian, and thus they chose a părea ‘to seem’ over a suna ‘to sound’. 

However, a suna was also attested in the data.  

Romance languages typically have only one verb covering all three event-types of 

SMELL. At least French sentir, Galician ulir, Portuguese cheirar, Romanian a mirosi, 

Spanish oler all represent clear cases where one verb is used for all event-types. The 

main exceptions from this pattern are Italian and Catalan, where all three event-types 

are expressed with different verbs. In Catalan, SMELL-S is expressed with a 

construction fer olor ‘to make smell’ (18). 

(18) Catalan 

El  menjar feia bona/mala  olor. 
ART.DEF.M food make.PST.3SG good.F/bad.F smell 
‘The food smelled good/bad.’ (S2, S19) 

French, featuring all the colexifications discussed above, is presented as an example 

of a typical Romance colexification pattern in Table 8 below. 
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 Activity Experience State 

Sight regarder voir avoir l’air, sembler 

Hearing écouter entendre sembler 

Touch toucher sentir être 

Taste goûter sentir, goûter être, avoir 

Smell sentir sentir sentir 

Table 8 French 

4.1.6 Slavic 

Slavic languages are relatively uniform in their colexification patterns. An example of 

a typical Slavic colexification pattern, demonstrated by Russian, is given in Table 9 

below. 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight posmotretʹ uvidetʹ vygljadetʹ 

Hearing slušatʹ uslyšatʹ zvučatʹ 

Touch potrogatʹ, poščupatʹ počúvstvovatʹ bytʹ 

Taste poprobovatʹ počúvstvovatʹ (vkus) bytʹ 

Smell ponjuxatʹ počúvstvovatʹ zapax paxnutʹ 

Table 9 Russian 

Similarly to many languages described above, the colexification of TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, 

and SMELL-E is typical also in Slavic languages. The verbs that colexify theses senses 

are reflexes of Proto-Slavic *čùti ‘to sense, feel, notice’ and/or *otjutiti ‘to feel, 

perceive’ (Derksen 2008: 91, 381)6. In Belarusian, the colexification pattern extends 

partially to HEARING-E: pačúcʹ is typically used for HEARING-E but can also be used to 

express SMELL-E with the noun pax ‘smell’ as a direct object (19). However, in most 

cases, adčúcʹ is used to express TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E. 

(19) Belarusian 
a. Пётр пачуў птушак.  
 Pëtr pačuŭ ptušak. 
 Peter perceive.PST.M bird.ACC.PL  

 ‘Peter heard the birds.’ (S12) 

 

                                                
6 The former is also connected to Balto-Slavic *jout-, the source of Lithuanian jausti which colexifies 
TOUCH-E and TASTE-E (Derksen 2008: 381). 
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b. Пётр  пачуў пах дыму пакоі. 
 Pëtr pačuŭ pax dymu pakoi. 
 Peter perceive.PST.M smell.ACC.SG smoke.GEN.SG room.LOC.SG 

 ‘Peter smelled smoke in the room.’ (S25) 

Especially in West Slavic languages, and in Croatian, this colexification is total in the 

sense that the same verb can be used to cover TOUCH, TASTE, or SMELL without any 

specifications of the sense modality, like in some Romance languages described above. 

In East Slavic languages, the sense modality was typically specified in the case of 

SMELL-E by using a noun meaning ‘smell’ in combination with the verb, like in (19-b) 

above. With TASTE-E, there was more variation: some respondents used the verb with 

a noun meaning ‘taste’ (Belarusian and Ukrainian smak, Russian vkus), while others 

did not. In Bosnian and Serbian, both South Slavic languages, the specification of the 

sense modality seems optional for both TASTE-E and SMELL-E.   

The main exceptions to this colexification pattern are the South Slavic languages 

Bulgarian, Macedonian, and Slovenian. Despite also having perception verbs that 

derive from the same Proto-Slavic forms, in these languages colexification between 

sense modalities is only found in state event-types, not in experience event-types.  

The lack of distinct perception verbs for TOUCH-S and TASTE-S is typical for East and 

South Slavic languages – copulas are usually employed to express these senses. West 

Slavic languages use the copula to express TOUCH-S, but typically have distinct 

perception verb for TASTE-S (20–21), although in Polish both options are possible.  

(20) Slovak  
 Polievka chutila po cesnaku. 
 soup taste.PST.F around garlic.LOC.SG 

 ‘The soup tasted of garlic.’ (S4) 

(21) Polish  
 Zupa  smakowała  czosnkiem. 
 soup taste.PST.F garlic.INS.SG  

 ‘The soup tasted of garlic.’ (S4) 

In the case of TASTE-S, constructions of type ‘to have taste’ are very common in Slavic 

languages, especially in East and South Slavic (22–23).  
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(22) Ukrainian 
 Суп мав смак часнику.  
 Sup mav smak časniku. 
 soup have.PST.M taste garlic.GEN.SG  

 ‘The soup tasted of garlic.’ (S4) 

(23) Slovenian 
 Juha je imala okus po česnu.  
 soup be.PRS.3SG have.PST.PTCP.F taste around garlic.LOC.SG 

 ‘The soup tasted of garlic.’ (S4) 

While in the vast majority of Slavic languages HEARING-S is expressed with a specific 

perception verb, many respondents commented that using that verb with ‘Peter’ as a 

subject felt unnatural or not fluent. Instead, the respondents usually changed the 

subject to ‘Peter’s voice’, in which case using a verb meaning ‘to sound’ was 

acceptable. This implies that the characteristics of the subject, in this case 

animacy/inanimacy, affect the choice of the perception verb. 

4.1.7 Summary 

In general, colexification of sense modalities, especially TOUCH-E and TASTE-E, also in 

many cases extending to SMELL-E, is widespread in Indo-European languages. It is 

most prominent in Slavic and Romance languages but can also be found in Goidelic 

Celtic languages, Lithuanian, and Swedish. In some languages, the colexification is 

“total”, i.e. a single verb covers TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E without any 

specification of the sense modality. This pattern is found in e.g., Italian, Polish, Slovak, 

and Spanish. In some languages, the same verb covers TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-

E, but the verb is used in combination with a noun meaning ‘taste’ or ‘smell’. In many 

Slavic languages, including Russian and Ukrainian, SMELL-E is distinguished from 

TOUCH-E and TASTE-E by the addition of the noun ‘smell’ after the verb.  

In addition, the lack of distinct perception verbs especially for TOUCH-S, TASTE-S, and 

to lesser extent for SMELL-S, is also typical for Indo-European. To express state event-

types, these languages usually employ copulas or constructions involving verb ‘to have’ 

and nouns meaning ‘taste’ or ‘smell’. This pattern can be found in Goidelic Celtic, 

Romance, and Slavic languages, as well as in Greek and Lithuanian.  

The patterns of TOUCH and TASTE seem to share more similarities than TASTE and 

SMELL. For example, in Romance languages, colexification of event-types is most 
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often found in SMELL, typically there being only one verb colexifying all the event-

types, even when colexification between event-types is rare in Romance languages. 

Similarly, out of TOUCH-S, TASTE-S and SMELL-S, SMELL-S most typically has a distinct 

perception verb and not a copula or a possessive construction.  

In the broader context of Indo-European languages, Germanic languages have a unique 

pattern colexifying event-types rather than sense modalities. Additionally, in 

Germanic languages state event-types usually have distinct perception verbs.  

As was discussed above, the language of a translation questionnaire can affect the 

translations given by the participants. Since my questionnaire was in English, it might 

have also affected the results of Germanic languages especially, since the majority of 

perception verbs in Germanic languages are cognates.  

4.2 Uralic languages 

4.2.1 Finnic 

The Finnic languages in the data show two distinct colexification patterns, one found 

in Finnish and Karelian, the other in Estonian and Tornedalian. 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight katsoa, katsella nähdä näyttää 

Hearing kuunnella kuulla kuulostaa 

Touch tunnustella, koskettaa tuntea tuntua 

Taste maistaa maistaa maistua 

Smell haistaa, haistella haistaa haista, tuoksua 

Table 10 Finnish 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight vaatama nägema nägema välja 

Hearing kuulama kuulma kõlama, tunduma 

Touch katsuma tundma tunduma 

Taste maitsma tundma maitse, maitsma maitsma, olema 

Smell nuusutama tundma lõhn lõhnama 

Table 11 Estonian 
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In Finnish and Karelian, colexification can be found only between event-types, not 

between sense modalities. TASTE and SMELL are the only sense modalities where 

colexification is found: in both cases, activity and experience are colexified. In Finnish, 

we also systematically find two distinct verbs for SMELL-S: haista is used in neutral 

and negative contexts, while tuoksua in positive contexts (24). 

(24) Finnish 
a. Ruoka tuoksui hyvältä. 
 food smell.good.PST.3SG good.ABL.SG 

 ‘The food smelled good.’ (S2) 

b. Ruoka haisi pahalta.  
 food smell.PST.3SG bad.ABL.SG  

 ‘The food smelled bad.’ (S19) 

In Karelian, three verbs were attested for SMELL-S: kuarita used with nouns, pahnie 

used in positive context, and tulla ‘to come’ in negative context (25). Unlike with 

Finnish tuoksua, which was always paired with the adjective ‘good’ despite the 

inherent meaning ‘to smell good’, Karelian pahnie was used without an adjective. 

However, it is necessary to keep in mind that there was only one response for Karelian.  

(25) Karelian 
a. Perti kuaričči  savvule  
 room smell.PST.3SG smoke.ALL.SG 

 ‘The room smelled of smoke.’ (S9) 

b. Murgin pahni.  
 food smell.good.PST.3SG  

 ‘The food smelled good.’ (S2) 

c. Murgin tuli pahale.  
 food come.PST.3SG bad.ALL.SG  

 ‘The food smelled bad.’ (S19) 

On the contrary, colexification between sense modalities is found in Estonian and 

Tornedalian, where the verb ‘to feel’ colexifies TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E. In 

both languages, the verb is generally paired with nouns specifying the sense modality 

in the case of TASTE and SMELL, e.g. in Estonian tundma maitse ‘to feel taste’, or 

tundma lõhn ‘to feel smell’ (26).7 

                                                
7  Plain tundma was attested twice for TASTE-E and SMELL-E, but in separate responses, i.e. if a 
respondent used plain tundma for TASTE-E, they specified SMELL-E using tundma lõhn ‘feel smell’, and 
vice versa. 
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(26) Estonian 
a. Peeter  tundis jala  all  kivi. 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG foot.GEN.SG under stone 

 ‘Peter felt a stone under his foot.’ (S22) 

b. Peeter tundis supis  küüslaugu  maitset. 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG soup.INE.SG garlic.GEN.SG taste.PAR.SG 

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 

c. Peeter  tundis  toas  suitsu  lõhna. 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG room.INE.SG smoke.GEN.SG  smell.PAR.SG 
 ‘Peter smelled smoke in the room.’ (S25) 

In Finnish, identical constructions tuntea maku ‘to feel taste’ and tuntea haju ‘to feel 

smell’ were also attested but they were much more infrequent: out of ten responses, 

tuntea maku was attested only once, and tuntea haju three times.  

The colexification of event-types is also possible in Estonian, like in Karelian and 

Finnish. Whereas in Finnish and Karelian activity and experience are colexified in the 

case of both TASTE and SMELL, in Estonian this is possible for only TASTE with the verb 

maitsma. In addition, maitsma also covers TASTE-S. Only one respondent used this 

verb to cover all three event-types of TASTE, and in general respondents differentiated 

one event-type in their responses. In the majority of the responses, maitsma was used 

for activity and state (27), while experience was expressed with tundma maitse ‘feel 

taste’. 

(27) Estonian 
a. Peeter  maitses suppi,  et aru saada   
 Peter taste.PST.3SG soup.PAR.SG so.that reason get.INF 
 

 kas see  on  söödav.  
 Q 3SG be.3SG edible 

 ‘Peter tasted the soup to see if he could eat it.’ (S21) 

b. Supp maitses hästi.   
 soup taste.PST.3SG good  

 ‘The soup tasted good.’ (S26) 

In addition, Estonian tunduma, most frequently used to express TOUCH-S, can also be 

used to express HEARING-S and more marginally SIGHT-S (28). In Tornedalian, 

vaikuttaa ‘to seem’ covers both SIGHT-S and HEARING-S, but not TOUCH-S (29). In 

Finnish three different verbs are used in these contexts (30).  
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(28) Estonian 
a. Riie tundus pehme. 
 cloth feel.PST.3SG soft 

 ‘The cloth felt soft’. (S15) 

b. Peeter  tundus õnnelik. 
 Peter feel.PST.3SG happy 

 ‘Peter looked/sounded happy.’ (S5, S24) 

(29) Tornedalian 
a. Vaate tuntu pehmeältä. 
 cloth feel.PST.3SG soft.ABL.SG 

 ‘The cloth felt soft’. (S15) 

b. Pekka  vaikutti onneliselta. 
 Peter seem.PST.3SG happy.ABL.SG. 

 ‘Peter looked/sounded happy.’ (S5, S24) 

(30) Finnish 
a. Kangas tuntui pehmeältä. 
 cloth feel.PST.3.SG soft.ABL.SG 

 ‘The cloth felt soft.’ (S5) 

b. Peter näytti iloiselta. 
 Peter look.PST.3SG happy. ABL.SG 

 ‘Peter looked happy.’ (S5) 

c. Peter  kuulosti iloiselta. 
 Peter sound.PST.3SG happy.ABL.SG 

 ‘Peter sounded happy.’ (S24) 

4.2.2 Hungarian  

Hungarian is characterized by lack of distinct perception verbs for TOUCH-S, TASTE-S 

and SMELL-S, as well as colexification of TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E. Like many 

other languages in the sample, Hungarian also uses a copula to express state event-

types of TOUCH and TASTE. However, in Hungarian this also extends to SMELL-S, which 

is not the case for the vast majority of languages in the sample. For example, while 

many Romance and Slavic languages, as well as Greek and Lithuanian, use a copula 

for TOUCH-S and TASTE-S, SMELL-S is expressed differently, either with a distinct 

perception verb (e.g. typically in Slavic) or all event-types of SMELL are colexified in 

a single verb (e.g. typically in Romance). In this sense, Hungarian is unique in the 

sample. 
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TOUCH-S is expressed simply with a predicative construction (31a), while with TASTE-

S and SMELL-S both predicative and possessive constructions alternate in the data. 

Hungarian, like Uralic languages in general, lacks a habeo-type verb to express 

possession, so the copula van ‘to be’ is found in both of these constructions. In 

predicative constructions, the copula is paired with a noun, e.g. in (31-b) jóizű, ‘tasty’ 

(lit. ‘good-flavoured’). In possessive constructions, the possessor is in dative and the 

noun in possessive form (31-ce). 

(31) Hungarian 
a. A ruha puha volt. 
 DEF.ART cloth soft be.PST.3SG 

 ‘The cloth felt soft.’ (S15) 

b. A leves jó-izű volt. 
 DEF.ART soup good-flavoured be.PST.3SG  

c. A levesnek jó íze volt. 
 DEF.ART soup.DAT.SG good flavor.POSS.3SG be.PST.3SG 

 ‘The soup tasted good.’ (S26) 

d. Az  étel jó-illatú volt. 
 DEF.ART food good-scented be.PST.3SG 

e. Az  ételnek jó illata volt. 
 DEF.ART food.DAT.SG good scent.POSS.3SG be.PST.3SG 

 ‘The food smelled good.’ (S2) 

The colexification of TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E in Hungarian is similar to other 

such patterns already observed in e.g. Slavic languages, Estonian, and Swedish. One 

verb, érez ‘to feel’ can be used to express all these sense modalities, but in the case of 

SMELL-E, the verb is usually paired with the noun szag ‘smell’ in accusative case. 

Specifying the sense modality by pairing the verb with a noun was much rarer in the 

case of TASTE, though érez íz ‘to feel taste’ was attested twice.  

4.2.3 Komi, Mari, North Saami  

The rest of the Uralic languages in the sample, i.e. Komi, Mari, and North Saami, are 

treated here in the same subsection for two reasons: there was only one respondent for 

each of these languages, and there were no responses for closely related languages, for 

example, there were no responses for any other Saami languages besides North Saami. 

For these two reasons, it is impossible to make generalisations on the level of one 

single language or on the level of a branch. The findings described in this section are 
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thus to be treated more as a collection of tentative observations. More data is needed 

to make definitive conclusions.  

The colexification of sense modalities rather than event-types is common in Komi, 

Mari, and North Saami, as is the lack of specific perception verbs for state event-types. 

In all three languages, SIGHT-S and HEARING-S are colexified, and expressed with a 

verb meaning ‘to seem’. However, the languages have different strategies. For 

example, in Komi the sentences ‘Peter looked happy’ and ‘Peter sounded happy’ are 

identical (32). North Saami shows more differentiation. In addition to the verb orrut 

‘to seem’, also the infinitive forms of the verbs used for SIGHT-E, oaidnit, and HEARING-

E, gullat are included (33; in 33b orui leamen with the verb leat ‘to be’ in actio essive 

expresses progressive aspect).  

(32) Komi 
 Петыр  кажитчис  шудаӧн.  
 Petyr kažitčis šudaön. 
 Peter seem.PST.3SG happy.INS.SG  

 ‘Peter looked/sounded happy.’ (S5, S24) 

(33) North Saami 
a. Biehtár orui  ilus oaidnit. 
 Peter seem.PST.3SG happiness.LOC.SG see.INF  

 ‘Peter looked happy.’ (S5) 

b. Biehtár orui  leamen ilus  gullat. 
 Peter seem.PST.3SG be.ACTESS happiness.LOC.SG  hear.INF 

 ‘Peter sounded happy.’ (S24) 

The patterns of colexification between sense modalities in the experience event-type 

vary. In Mari, šižaš ‘to feel, sense’ is used both for TOUCH-E and SMELL-E (with 

specification šižaš üpš ‘to feel smell’) but interestingly not for TASTE-E. In Komi, a 

single verb, kyvny, covers all sense modalities in the experience event-type except for 

SIGHT (for TASTE-E and SMELL-E, kyvny is used with nouns kör ‘taste’ and duk ‘smell’). 

In North Saami, dovdat ‘to feel’ covers both TOUCH-E and TASTE-E, but for TASTE it is 

used in a subordinate construction (34). 

(34) North Saami 
 Biehtár dovddai ahte mális lea vilgeslávkes-máhkka.  
 Peter feel.PST.3SG that soup.LOC.SG be.3SG garlic-taste  

 ‘Peter tasted garlic in the soup.’ (S17) 
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Komi has an interesting pattern of colexifying TOUCH-A and TASTE-A. The verb vidlyny 

means ‘to try, touch, feel’, so the colexification is not as surprising from a semantic 

point of view. In many other languages in the data TASTE-A is expressed with a verb 

that means ‘to try’ rather than a verb that would only mean ‘to taste’ specifically. 

Colexification between sense modalities in the activity event-type is extremely rare in 

the data but a parallel to Komi can be found in Scottish Gaelic, where feuch ‘to try, 

test’ can be used to express TOUCH-A, TASTE-A, and SMELL-A (see Section 4.1.2). 

4.2.4 Summary 

As in Indo-European languages, the colexification of sense modalities, especially in 

the experience event-type, is also common in Uralic languages. In North Saami and 

Mari two sense modalities are colexified: TOUCH-E and TASTE-E in North Saami, 

TOUCH-E and SMELL-E in Mari. In Estonian, Hungarian, and Tornedalian, TOUCH-E, 

TASTE-E, and SMELL-E are colexified, and in Komi this extends additionally to 

HEARING-E. In general, TASTE and SMELL are differentiated from other sense modalities 

with nouns ‘taste’ or ‘smell’ following the verb ‘to feel’.  

Additionally, colexification of SIGHT-S and HEARING-S is also common in Uralic 

languages. A verb meaning ‘to seem’ covers both meanings in Komi, Mari, North 

Saami, and Tornedalian, and the colexification is also attested in Estonian. To express 

the state-event types of TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL, all Uralic languages apart from 

Finnic languages use copulas. These two colexification patterns lead to rather radical 

differences in how Uralic languages express state event-types. For example, in Finnish 

and Karelian five distinct verbs are used, whereas in e.g. Komi and North Saami only 

two verbs are used. Examples of different patterns are shown in Table 12 below.  

 Finnish Tornedalian Hungarian Komi 
SIGHT-S näyttää 

vaikuttaa ‘to seem’ 
tűnik 

kažičyn ‘to seem’ 
HEARING-S kuulostaa hangzik 
TOUCH-S tuntua tuntua 

van ‘to be’ vövny ‘to be’ TASTE-S maistua maistua 
SMELL-S haista haissa 

Table 12 Examples of state-event type colexification patterns in selected Uralic languages 
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Finnish and Karelian stand out compared to other Uralic languages by colexifying only 

between event-types, not between sense modalities. In both languages, the activity and 

experience event-types of both TASTE and SMELL are colexified.  

4.3 Circum-Baltic Area 

4.3.1 General type of colexification 

In the languages surveyed in this study, colexification between sense modalities is 

more common than colexification between event-types. In 19 languages out of 40, 

colexification is found only between sense modalities, and in additional 12 languages, 

colexification is found between both sense modalities and event-types. There are only 

8 languages in which event-types but not sense modalities are colexified. Especially 

in Indo-European languages, these patterns seem to follow genealogical lines: 

colexification between sense modalities is common in Slavic languages, colexification 

between event-types is common in Germanic languages, and colexification between 

both sense modalities and event-types is common in Romance languages. All three 

patterns are present in the Circum-Baltic languages and they do not always follow 

genealogical lines.  

 
Map 3 Colexification between event-types vs between sense modalities 
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Finnish and Karelian, with colexification only in event-types of TASTE and SMELL, 

share a pattern with Germanic languages, but not with the Germanic language which 

for example Finnish has had the most contact with, i.e. Swedish. Swedish is the only 

Germanic language in which colexification between event-types is not attested. 

Estonian is the only Circum-Baltic language in which colexification between both 

sense modalities and event-types is possible, resembling both what could be called 

typical “Germanic” and “Slavic” patterns. Interestingly, the Estonian pattern is not 

similar to the patterns in other languages in which both event-types and sense 

modalities are colexified, e.g. the majority of Romance languages. While both in 

Estonian and Romance languages TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E are colexified, in 

Romance languages the possible event-type colexification concerns typically SMELL – 

in Estonian, all event-types of TASTE can be colexified, but not those of SMELL. 

Tornedalian, the fourth Finnic language in the data, colexifies only between sense 

modalities, thus sharing similarities with North Saami and Swedish.  

Latvian is the only language in the whole sample in which all 15 possible perception 

verbs are differentiated. Lithuanian, the other Baltic language in the data, more 

resembles the surrounding Slavic languages, which also colexify between sense 

modalities. The Circum-Baltic Slavic languages, i.e. Belarusian, Polish, and Russian, 

colexify TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL like Swedish, Estonian, and Tornedalian, while in 

Lithuanian and North Saami, this colexification does not extend to SMELL.  

4.3.2 Sense modality colexification in Estonian and Swedish  

Probably the most striking observation that can be made in the Circum-Baltic 

languages is the colexification of TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E in Estonian and 

Swedish. This colexification is not atypical in itself but rather is widespread in both 

Indo-European and Uralic languages, as has been demonstrated in the previous 

sections. However, it is surprising to find this colexification in Swedish and Estonian 

since it is absent in closely related languages. No other Germanic language than 

Swedish has this colexification pattern. Moreover, the colexification between sense 

modalities is overall absent in all other Germanic languages. In Estonian the situation 

is partially similar. Finnish and Karelian, also Finnic languages, do not have this 

colexification pattern, and like Germanic languages, colexify only different event-

types of a given sense modality. Tornedalian also colexifies TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and 
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SMELL-E, and North Saami TOUCH-E and TASTE-E, but the patterns are slightly different 

from those of Estonian and Swedish.  

 

Map 4 Colexification of different sense modalities in experience event-types 

Estonian tundma and Swedish känna are structurally similar in the sense that when 

they are used to refer to TASTE and SMELL, they are usually paired with nouns ‘taste’ 

and ‘smell’ and a genitive construction, in Swedish formed with preposition av ‘of’ 

and in Estonian with the genitive case. In Tornedalian, only TASTE was differentiated 

in this manner. In North Saami, dovdat is used to express both TOUCH-E and TASTE-E, 

but for TASTE-E it is used to introduce a subordinate clause. Additionally, there was 

only one respondent for both Tornedalian and North Saami, so I am more hesitant to 

generalise. The pattern shared by Estonian and Swedish also differs somewhat from 

the patterns found in the Circum-Baltic Slavic languages. Polish does not differentiate 

between sense modalities at all, and Belarusian and Russian differentiate only SMELL 

systematically. 

As mentioned in previous sections, in Romance and Slavic the modern verbs that 

colexify TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E are derived from a common root. In the case 

of Slavic, the modern verbs are cognates of Proto-Slavic *čùti ‘to sense, feel, notice’ 
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and/or *otjutiti ‘to feel, perceive’ (Derksen 2008: 381). In the case of Romance, the 

cognates of Latin sentire colexify TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and, in some languages, also 

SMELL-E. The colexification of sense modalities in modern Slavic and Romance 

languages thus seems to have historical roots.  

Swedish seems to deviate from the developments that have happened in its sister 

languages. As was demonstrated in Section 4.1.3 above, Norwegian kjenne, a cognate 

of Swedish känna, is used for TOUCH only, not other sense modalities. In other 

Germanic languages, the cognates refer to knowing (e.g. Dutch and German kennen). 

Estonian tundma is a cognate of Finnish and Tornedalian tuntea, Karelian tuntie and 

North Saami dovdat (all ultimately from Proto-Uralic *tumte- ‘to feel, know’ (UEW 

1077)), and in the domain of perception, in Finnish and Karelian the reference is only 

to TOUCH. In all these languages, the meaning ‘to know’ is also retained. 

4.3.3 Expressing state event-types 

As has been demonstrated above, Finnish and Karelian, as well as Germanic languages, 

have a unique pattern of colexifying between event-types rather than sense modalities. 

Another feature that sets these languages apart from the rest is that they generally use 

distinct perception verbs to express state event-types regardless of the sense modality. 

This also means that in these languages colexification in state event-types is non-

existent, since all sense modalities are expressed with distinct verbs.  

This pattern is in contrast with other languages in the data which tend to use copulas 

or possessive constructions to varying degrees to express state event-types. Copulas 

are most frequently used to express TOUCH-S and TASTE-S, and in some languages this 

also extends to SMELL-S. In Irish and Scottish Gaelic, all state event-types are 

expressed with copulas. 

Copulas are rarely used to express SIGHT-S and HEARING-S, but these too are colexified 

in some languages when they are both expressed with a verb meaning ‘to seem, appear’. 

This type of colexification is found both in Romance languages, e.g. French and 

Portuguese, as well as in Greek, in addition to Komi, Mari, North Saami, and 

Tornedalian, all Uralic languages.  
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Map 5 Use of copula in state event-types of different sense modalities 

It also seems that these colexifications in state event-types seem to co-occur to some 

extent with the colexification of TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E; the colexification 

using copulas maybe more prominently than the colexification of SIGHT-S and 

HEARING-S.  

It is interesting to note that even though the colexification of TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and 

SMELL-E is present in Swedish and Estonian, they do not use copulas to express state 

event-types but share a pattern with their sister languages. Tornedalian is the only 

Finnic language in which SIGHT-S and HEARING-S are colexified, both expressed with 

the verb vaikuttaa ‘to seem, appear’. However, for other state event-types, Tornedalian 

uses distinct perception verbs like the other Finnic languages.  

4.3.4 Two verbs for SMELL-S 

Two verbs for SMELL-S were attested in many languages in the data. However, some 

of the Circum-Baltic languages have a unique pattern. First of all, in the majority of 

languages with two verbs for SMELL-S, one of the verbs is used for neutral or positive 

smells, and the other for negative smells, e.g. Slovak voňať ‘to smell’ and smrdieť ‘to 

smell bad, stench, stink’. In the Circum-Baltic languages, the opposite is true: one verb 
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is used in negative and neutral contexts, and the other one in positive contexts; e.g. 

Danish lugte ‘to smell’ and dofte ‘to smell good’. Secondly, while the verbs used for 

negative smells were used without an adjective meaning ‘bad’, in Circum-Baltic 

languages the verbs used for positive smells were always paired with an adjective 

meaning ‘good’ (35–36). 

(35) Slovak 

a. Jedlo  voňalo  dobre. 
 food smell.good.PST.N good 

 ‘The food smelled good.’ (S2) 

b. Jedlo  smrdelo.  
 food smell.bad.PST.N 

 ‘The food smelled bad.’ (S19) 

(36) Danish 

a. Maden duftete godt. 
 food smell.good.PST good 

 ‘The food smelled good.’ (S2) 

b. Maden lugtete dårligt.  
 food smell.PST bad 

 ‘The food smelled bad.’ (S19) 

Out of the Circum-Baltic languages, Danish, Finnish, and Finland Swedish have two 

verbs for SMELL-S, one for negative and neutral smells, and one for positive smells. 

The verbs in Finland Swedish, dofta ‘to smell good’ and lukta ‘to smell’ are cognates 

to the Danish verbs in (36) above. In Standard Swedish, only lukta is used, and 

similarly in Norwegian lukte does not differentiate between neutral, negative, or 

positive smells. 

Finnish is the only Finnic language to have two verbs for SMELL-S, tuoksua ‘to smell 

good’ and haista ‘to smell’. Karelian also differentiates between neutral, negative, and 

positive smells, but Karelian pahnie ‘to smell good’ was used without an adjective 

‘good’, unlike in the other languages mentioned here (see Section 4.2.1. for examples 

in Karelian). Both Estonian and Tornedalian only have one verb for SMELL-S; haissa 

in Tornedalian, and haisema or lõhnama in Estonian, used interchangeably.  
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4.3.5 Summary 

The Circum-Baltic languages share some similarities but also differ greatly from one 

another, and it is hard to pinpoint any general characteristics of them as a group. The 

shared similarities and differences do not neatly follow genealogical lines, and closely 

related languages can differ greatly from each other, like Swedish from other North 

Germanic languages, Estonian and Tornedalian from Finnish and Karelian, and 

Latvian from Lithuanian. The Slavic languages are the most uniform group. 

The colexification patterns found in Circum-Baltic languages are also found in other 

languages investigated in this study. The only feature that seems to occur only in the 

Circum-Baltic languages is having two verbs for SMELL-S, one used in positive 

contexts, and the other used in neutral and negative context. However, this feature also 

concerns only a small subset of the Circum-Baltic languages: Finnish, Danish, and 

Finland Swedish.  

5 Discussion  

This study explored colexification patterns of perception verbs in the Circum-Baltic 

languages from the point of view of them being a possible indicator of areal 

convergence. On one hand, the study investigated how similar the languages spoken 

in the CBA are to each other, and on the other hand, how similar they are to the related 

sister languages that are not spoken in the CBA. 

The first research question – is it possible to identify a colexification pattern that is 

typical in the languages of the CBA? – addressed the possible similarities shared 

between the Circum-Baltic languages. The second research question – do the Circum-

Baltic languages differ from or conform to the colexification patterns found in Indo-

European and Uralic languages? – addressed the possible convergence (or divergence) 

of the Circum-Baltic languages to the related sister languages in two language families, 

Indo-European and Uralic.  

The short answer to the first research question is no, there is not a typically Circum-

Baltic colexification pattern. The Circum-Baltic languages show great variation in 

their colexification patterns. In addition, the colexification patterns found in Circum-
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Baltic languages are also found elsewhere. The short answer to the second research 

question is that while most Circum-Baltic languages conform to the colexification 

patterns of their sister languages, some do not. The overall picture is naturally more 

nuanced. 

Investigating colexification patterns in Indo-European and Uralic languages in general 

has shown that colexifications are often shared between closely related languages. 

However, the level where most similarities can be found is the level of branch, not 

necessarily the level of language family. It is possible to identify a typical Germanic, 

Romance, or Slavic pattern of colexification. In the case of the branches of Uralic 

languages, this task is more difficult due to the language sample of this study. The data 

is skewed towards Indo-European languages both in the number of individual 

languages surveyed as well as in the number of responses per language.  

The Circum-Baltic languages generally conform to the branch-level colexification 

pattern, when it is possible to identify one. For example, Belarusian, Polish, and 

Russian share a pattern with the majority of other Slavic languages. The divergence 

from branch-level patterns concerns only a subset of the Circum-Baltic languages. 

Interestingly, divergence from the pattern of closely related and neighbouring 

languages usually overlaps with convergence with the pattern of a more distantly 

related or even completely unrelated language. 

Figure 3 below presents one way of grouping the Circum-Baltic languages based on 

their shared similarities and dissimilarities. The hierarchical clustering is based on a 

distance matrix8 that was calculated on the basis of the following features:  

i. Overall type of colexification (between event-types, between sense modalities, both, 

or none) 

ii. Colexification pattern of event types (all differentiated, activity and experience 

colexified, experience and state colexified, all colexified) 

iii. Colexification between sense modalities in the experience event-type (if colexified, 

how many senses are colexified; in addition, are nouns used to differentiate the sense 

modalities) 

iv. Use of copulas in state event-types (if present, in which sense modalities) 

                                                
8 R packages MASS (Venables & Ripley 2002) and cluster (Maechler at al. 2021) were used to calculate 
the distance matrix.  
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v. Presence of colexification of SIGHT-S and HEARING-S 

vi. Presence of two verbs for SMELL-S 

 

Figure 3 Hierarchical clustering of Circum-Baltic languages on the basis of colexification patterns 

The languages form two larger clusters, one of which includes Germanic languages 

(except for Swedish) as well as Finnish and Karelian. In all these languages, 

colexification is found only between event-types of TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL. The 

languages differ slightly in the ways these event-types are colexified; for example, 

German colexifies all event-types of SMELL, while Finnish and Karelian colexify only 

activity and experience. The languages in this cluster also have distinct perception 

verbs for state event-types instead of using copulas. Danish and Finnish also have two 

verbs for SMELL-S. Latvian, the only language in the sample where colexification of 

perception verbs is absent, is also attached to this cluster. 

The other large cluster includes Estonian, Lithuanian, North Saami, Swedish, and 

Slavic languages. All these languages colexify sense modalities in the experience 

event-type to varying degrees. In North Saami and Lithuanian, which are clustered 

together, only TOUCH-E and TASTE-E are colexified, while in the other languages, the 

colexification extends to SMELL-S. In Estonian and Swedish, nouns are frequently used 

to differentiate the sense modalities (e.g. ‘to feel taste’), whereas in the Slavic 

languages of this cluster only SMELL-E is differentiated this way, and in Tornedalian 

only TASTE-E is differentiated. Estonian, Swedish, and Tornedalian also have distinct 
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perception verbs for state event-types, like other Germanic and Finnic languages, 

while other languages in this cluster frequently use copulas. Additionally, both 

Tornedalian and North Saami colexify SIGHT-S and HEARING-S, using a verb meaning 

‘to seem, appear’.  

These observations are in line with Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli’s (2001: 624) 

remark that the features which have been used as grounds for different proposed 

Sprachbünde in the CBA never seem to bundle to include all Circum-Baltic languages 

but rather form criss-crossing isoglosses in the area. This might reflect the fact that 

historically the CBA has never been unified under a single economic, cultural, political, 

or linguistic entity, but rather the area has seen the rise and fall of multiple powers, 

dividing the area into smaller, sometimes overlapping spheres of influence. The shared 

similarities and dissimilarities in the colexification patterns of the Circum-Baltic 

languages might partially reflect this historical background of the area. It is especially 

tempting to use this as an explanation for why some languages differ so greatly from 

their closest sister languages. 

For example, Lithuanian shares more similarities with Slavic languages, while Latvian 

clusters closer to Germanic languages in Figure 3 above. The verb which colexifies 

TOUCH-E and TASTE-E in Lithuanian, jausti, ultimately derives from Balto-Slavic *jout- 

(Derksen 2008: 381), which is also the source of many Slavic verbs that colexify 

TOUCH-E, TASTE-E and in some languages, also SMELL-E. The colexification of TOUCH-

E and TASTE-E was attested in Latvian and the verb (just) is a cognate with Latvian 

jausti, but the colexification was infrequent. 

It would be tempting to attribute this difference to Lithuanian having more intense 

contacts with Slavic languages and Latvian with Germanic and Finnic languages. The 

influence of first Middle Low German and later High German has historically been 

weaker in Lithuania, while German remained the dominant language in Estonia, 

Livonia, and Courland despite the strong political influence Poland had elsewhere in 

the Baltic region during the 16th to 18th centuries (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 

2001; Grünthal 2015). The intense contacts between Finnic and Latvian do not have 

similar political dimensions, but compared to Lithuanian, Latvian is closer to the area 

where Finnic languages are spoken. Lithuanian also lacks some linguistic features that 

Latvian shares with Finnic languages, including initial stress, impersonal and passive 
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constructions, an analytic superlative form, and expressing possession with locative 

constructions instead of a habeo-type verb. Some of these features, e.g. initial stress, 

have been attributed to Finnic influence, while the origin of others remains unclear. 

(Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001.) 

However, Latvian does not share a colexification pattern with any of the Germanic or 

Finnic languages because colexification of perception verbs is absent in Latvian, while 

Germanic and Finnic languages generally colexify at least two event-types of TASTE 

and SMELL. While contact with German has not resulted in a Germanic colexification 

pattern in Latvian, it is possible that Lithuanian may have had a pattern similar to 

Latvian and has later shifted towards a more Slavic type due to contact. The materials 

used in this study cannot provide evidence to verify this hypothesis – instead, historical 

data would be needed.  

The Estonian colexification pattern is even more unexpected against the historical 

background described above. As German has had a stronger influence in the northern 

parts of the Baltic region, one could expect Estonian to align with Latvian and 

Germanic languages. In fact, is has been suggested that differences between Estonian 

and Finnish are partially due to German (and Russian, but to a lesser extent) influence 

in Estonian. Metslang (2009) compares some morphosyntactic features in Finnish, 

Estonian, German, and Russian, with the result that Finnish lacks the majority of the 

features that Estonian and German share. Metslang (2009: 68) states that due to these 

influences “Estonian has distanced itself from Finnish”.  

Instead of sharing a colexification pattern with German or Finnish, the Estonian 

colexification pattern is most similar to that of Swedish. The Swedish influence in 

Estonian was weaker than German influence and limited to dialects, especially those 

spoken on the north-western coast and islands. The use of Swedish in Estonia has left 

some phonological and grammatical traces in these dialects, while some lexical 

influence can be seen also in Standard Estonian. However, in some cases it is difficult 

to discern whether a loan is from German or Swedish, and some words may have been 

borrowed parallelly from both languages. (Grünthal 2015; Eliasson 2017.) 

While the Swedish rule in Estonia lasted only lasted some 150 years, from 1561 until 

1710, Finland was under Swedish rule for about 600 years, from the 12th century until 
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1809. The use of Swedish in Finland was, like in Estonia, also limited to coastal 

regions and the majority of the Finnish population continued to use only Finnish. 

However, Swedish was the main language of administration, jurisdiction, and 

education in Finland, unlike in Estonia. (Ivars 2017; Reuter 2017.) Swedish still 

remains the other official language of Finland alongside Finnish, even though only 

5.2 % of the population is Swedish-speaking (Statistics Finland 2021).  

The results obtained in this study – Estonian and Swedish sharing a pattern, differing 

considerably from Finnish – seem counterintuitive against the historical background 

and could imply that language contact is not necessarily a central explanatory factor 

in shared colexification patterns of perception verbs. The results obtained from Finland 

Swedish speakers partially support this view. Only one respondent used the Swedish 

verbs smaka ‘to taste’ and lukta ‘to smell’ similarly to the Finnish equivalents which 

colexifying both activity and experience event-types of TASTE and SMELL. Other 

respondents used känna smak and känna lukt for TASTE-E and SMELL-E, like in 

Standard Swedish. This shows that there is some variation between the Finnish and 

Swedish patterns in Finland Swedish, but not a clear shift towards the Finnish pattern.  

Interestingly, all the Finland Swedish respondents used two verbs for SMELL-S, 

similarly to Finnish, while this distinction was completely absent in Standard Swedish 

responses. At first glance, this could be interpreted as Finnish influence. However, it 

is also possible that this distinction has been retained in Finland Swedish and lost from 

Standard Swedish, as Finland Swedish dialects have conserved other archaic features 

too (Rendahl 2001).  

The language sample used in this study also enables observing other current 

multilingual scenarios, and some of the results seem to support the idea that language 

contact can indeed affect the colexification patterns of perception verbs. For example, 

the Welsh colexification pattern is identical to English, the pivot language of this study. 

Additionally, Breton shares very little with Welsh and has more in common with 

French. These results are not necessarily contradictory to the results obtained for 

Finland Swedish, since other factors than just the presence of multilingualism need to 

be considered when interpreting the results. 
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As mentioned above, Swedish is an official language in Finland and this position has 

legally secured its use in e.g. administration, culture, and education. The same cannot 

be said for many other minority languages of the world, including Welsh and Breton. 

Welsh was recognized as an official language in Wales only in 2011 

(legislation.gov.uk 2011). Breton has no official status in France, where French 

remains the only official language, and neither has it been recognized as a minority or 

regional language, since France still has not ratified the European Charter for Regional 

or Minority Languages, drafted by the Council of Europe in 1994 (Timm 2009; Treaty 

Office of the Council of Europe 2021). Moreover, speakers of Finland Swedish have 

also stayed in contact with Standard Swedish through e.g. literature and media 

produced in Sweden. Additionally, there have been conscious language planning 

efforts to prevent the divergence of Finland Swedish from Standard Swedish. (Reuter 

2017.) It is possible that these factors have prevented Finland Swedish from acquiring 

more Finnish features and, in the case of this study, shifting to a Finnish colexification 

pattern. It is also possible that the Finnish influence may be more prominent in spoken 

than in written Finland Swedish, but this hypothesis cannot be verified with the data 

used in this study.  

Out of the Circum-Baltic languages in the language sample, Tornedalian, Karelian, 

and North Saami are minority languages spoken in nation states with strong national 

languages, and thus their positions are more comparable to those of Breton or Welsh. 

Speakers of Tornedalian are in general multilingual, speaking either Swedish or 

Finnish, or both, in addition to Tornedalian. Karelian speakers, depending on their 

place of residence, also use Finnish or Russian, or both. North Saami speakers are 

dispersed in Finland, Sweden, and Norway, and use the majority languages of these 

countries. (Eberhard et al. 2021.) Out of these languages, Tornedalian shares the 

colexification pattern of TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E with Swedish, even though 

the perception verbs in Tornedalian are cognates with the equivalent verbs in Finnish. 

It is possible that the Tornedalian pattern is influenced by Swedish, as the language 

also has many other features, in phonology, morphosyntax and lexicon, that are 

influenced by Swedish (Östman 2011: 368). Karelian, on the contrary, shows no 

similarities with Russian (apart from the verb pahnie ‘to smell good’ which seems like 

a loan from Russian paxnutʹ ‘to smell’) but shares a pattern with Finnish.  
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North Saami also colexifies sense modalities in the experience event-type like Swedish, 

although in North Saami the colexification covers only TOUCH-E and TASTE-E. As the 

speakers of North Saami are dispersed in multiple countries, having only one response 

for North Saami poses two specific complications for making further conclusions from 

the results. First of all, I do not know if the respondent is from Finland, Sweden, or 

Norway, as the respondent did not specify this. In addition, North Saami might have 

internal areal variation depending on the place of residence of the speakers and their 

individual language repertoires. With the data used in this study, it is impossible to tell.  

Moreover, the colexification pattern found in North Saami does not seem too unusual 

compared to other Uralic languages in the sample. On the contrary, the pattern found 

in Finnish and Karelian diverges the most from other Uralic languages. This begs the 

question if the colexification pattern found in Finnish and Karelian is a result of 

language contact. From this point of view, the Estonian colexification pattern would 

reflect a “Uralic” pattern which Finnish and Karelian have possibly lost. However, 

responding to this question is complicated by the various language contacts the Uralic 

languages have currently and have had in the past.  

As mentioned above, speakers of Karelian are often bilingual, so the similarity in the 

colexification patterns of Finnish and Karelian might also be due to language contact, 

not necessarily linguistic relatedness. In addition, the speakers of Komi and Mari, 

especially younger speakers, are bilingual in Russian more often than not. The position 

of Hungarian is different, as it is not a minority language. However, the location of 

Hungarian, being surrounded by Indo-European and especially Slavic languages, 

offers other possibilities for language contact. In fact, Hungarian shares a pattern with 

the surrounding Slavic languages, colexifying TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E.  

Moreover, if the colexification pattern found in Finnish and Karelian is a result of 

language contact, which language(s) has this contact involved? The pattern in Finnish 

and Karelian is the same as in Germanic languages, but they share no similarities with 

Swedish, the Germanic language which at least Finnish has had intense contact with.  

However, it is questionable whether a common “Uralic pattern” can be identified at 

all, as the colexification patterns in Uralic languages show quite a lot of variation. 

Additionally, many Uralic branches were represented by one language only, and 
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branch level generalisations can be only made for Finnic languages. The results for 

Indo-European languages, which were better represented in the data, show that while 

branch-level results can be quite uniform, the branches themselves can differ quite 

drastically from one another. Based on the results of this study, a general Indo-

European colexification pattern cannot be identified. I have no reason to assume that 

Uralic languages would show less family-internal variation. Nevertheless, Finnish and 

Karelian stand out compared to other Uralic languages.  

In his seminal 1984 study on perception verbs, Viberg claimed that the colexification 

of TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL with verb meaning ‘to feel’ is “obviously an areal 

phenomenon. It does not follow genetic lines.” (Viberg 1984: 143).  On the basis of 

the results obtained in this study, I would argue against this view. This particular 

colexification does not seem to be an areal phenomenon, but rather in the European 

context Germanic languages are the odd ones out. I also would not call this a European 

areal phenomenon, since similar patterns have been also reported in Africa, especially 

regarding the colexification of TOUCH and TASTE, but also extending to HEARING and 

SMELL (Treis 2010 on Ethiopia, Güldemann & Fehn 2017 on Kalahari Basin area). 

These results seem to imply that the colexification of TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL is 

typologically common, although more areally and genealogically diverse data would 

be needed to verify this hypothesis.  

As some languages, especially Uralic, were represented by one response only, I am 

hesitant to draw any definitive conclusions based on such scarce data. However, as has 

been noted above, there was not considerable variation in the responses even with ten 

or more replies per language (see Section 3.1.3). In addition, the variation in responses 

was more frequent in the case of certain sense modalities and event-types. In general, 

there was surprisingly little variation in the verbs that the respondents chose to express 

SIGHT and HEARING, especially the activity and experience event-types. For example, 

out of the 99 respondents for Russian, 91 used either posmotretʹ or the imperfective 

equivalent smotretʹ for SIGHT-A. On the contrary, there was more variation in the verbs 

chosen to express TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL, and state event-types. Based on these 

observations I am assuming that even one single response is quite likely to represent 

the typical verbs used for SIGHT and HEARING. However, since variation in the 
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expressions of other sense modalities, and especially state event-types, seems very 

common, a similar assumption cannot be made in those cases.  

Both the variation in the responses and the different colexifications attested in this 

study fit Viberg’s (1981, and later) proposed lexicalization and markedness hierarchy 

of perception verbs (see Figures 1 and 2 in Section 2.2.3). There is very little language 

internal variation in the verbs that the respondents chose to express SIGHT and HEARING, 

compared to other sense modalities. In addition, colexification of SIGHT and HEARING 

is very rare, and only occurs in the state event-type, usually through a verb meaning 

‘to seem, appear’. The verbs chosen to express TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL vary much 

more. These sense modalities are also frequently colexified, TOUCH and TASTE being 

the most frequent pair.  

To my knowledge, a lexicalization or a markedness hierarchy has not been proposed 

for the different event-types of perception verbs. This study did not aim to investigate 

the existence of a such hierarchy and the data used in this study is not well suited for 

the examination of two of the markedness criteria outlined by Croft (2003), namely 

the behavioural potential (both inflectional and distributional) and frequency. 

However, the data is suitable for investigating markedness of perception verbs from 

the point of view of the first criterion, structural coding (Croft 2003: 93).  

As was explained in Section 3.2.2, any partial morphophonological similarities 

between two verbs were not considered in the analysis since what matters for 

investigating colexification is whether two senses are associated with the same lexical 

form or not. For example, the Hungarian verbs for SIGHT, néz (activity), lát 

(experience), and kinéz (state) were all considered as different from each other since 

they are different lexical forms, even though néz and kinéz share a morpheme. Even 

though analysing the morphological structure of perception verbs was not the aim of 

this study, some observations that touch upon this topic can be made based on the 

obtained results. 

One of the central findings in this study is that state event-types often lack distinct 

lexicalized perception verbs and are expressed with structurally more complex 

constructions, including paraphrases such as French avoir l’air ‘to seem, (lit.) have the 

air’ used for SIGHT-S and HEARING-S, or predicative or possessive constructions such 
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as Greek ekho gefsi ‘to have taste’ for TASTE-S. The common pattern of expressing 

TASTE-E and SMELL-E through ‘to feel taste/smell’ is also structurally more complex 

than the common activity event-type equivalents ‘to taste’ and ‘to smell’, expressed 

with a single lexicalized perception verb. Based on these observations, activity event-

types seem to be the least morphologically complex and state event-types usually the 

most complex, which would point to state event-types being marked, at least according 

to one of the criteria for markedness. This claim could be systematically investigated 

with the data provided in this study.  

The morphological similarities of perception verbs could also be investigated from 

other points of view. For example, it would be interesting to delve further into the 

derivational relations of perception verbs, such as the Hungarian verbs lát, néz, and 

kinéz cited above. The verbs used for activity and experience event-types, lát and néz, 

are suppletive, but kinéz, used for state event-type, is derived from the néz. Is this a 

crosslinguistically usual pattern? Are there differences regarding the sense modality? 

The analysis also revealed other patterns that fall outside the scope of this study but 

offer possibilities for further research. For example, many languages in the sample 

form the verb for SIGHT-S by combining another verb used for SIGHT and an element 

meaning ‘out’, either an affix or an adposition. This is systematic in Germanic 

languages (except for English), e.g. German aus-sehen and Swedish se ut, but also 

found frequently elsewhere, e.g. in Hungarian (ki-néz), Estonian (nägema välja), and 

Latvian (iz-skatīties). Is this calquing, resulting from language contact, or is the pattern 

crosslinguistically common?  

Additionally, in many languages surveyed in this study, the verb used for TASTE-A also 

means ‘to try’. This is a transfield colexification, i.e. the meanings extend from one 

semantic domain to another, and thus falls outside the focus of this study. The CLICS 

database of colexifications (Rzymski et al. 2020) lists 45 languages with the 

colexification of ‘to try’ and ‘to taste’, and this is in fact the most common 

colexification for the verb ‘to try’. The data used in this study could also be used to 

explore other transfield colexifications.  
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6 Conclusions 

This study investigated colexification patterns of perception verbs in the CBA, an area 

which has been described both as a Sprachbund with multiple areal features and a 

buffer zone between the Indo-European and Uralic languages. The aims of this study 

relate to both of these characterizations of the area. On one hand, the study investigated 

how similar the languages spoken in the CBA are to each other, and on the other hand, 

how similar they are to related sister languages that are spoken outside of the CBA. To 

answer these questions, this study surveyed both Indo-European and Uralic languages, 

not limited to the languages and branches relevant to the CBA. Thus, the main findings 

of the study do not only concern the Circum-Baltic languages but also revealed 

patterns in languages spoken outside the CBA.  

One of the main findings of this study is that colexification patterns are frequently 

shared on the level of branch, not so much on the level of language family. 

Consequently, general Indo-European or Uralic colexification patterns cannot be 

identified. However, Indo-European languages were better represented in the data, and 

this observation is more tentative concerning Uralic languages. The uniformity on 

branch-level also concerns the Circum-Baltic languages: most Circum-Baltic 

languages conform to the colexification pattern found in their sister languages. This 

also means that the Circum-Baltic languages show great variation in their 

colexification patterns. Additionally, the colexification patterns found in Circum-

Baltic languages are also found elsewhere.  

However, some Circum-Baltic languages diverge considerably from the branch-level 

patterns and this usually overlaps with convergence with the pattern of an unrelated or 

more distantly related language. The most striking examples are Swedish, Tornedalian, 

and Estonian, which diverge from the related sister languages in the sample and 

converge with each other. The Latvian and Lithuanian colexification patterns are also 

notably different, with Lithuanian resembling the pattern found in Slavic languages. 

Some of the results seem to reflect the historical contacts that the speakers of the 

Circum-Baltic languages have had in the past, for instance in the case of Latvian and 

Lithuanian. Other results, such as those concerning Estonian, Finnish, and Swedish, 

are puzzling considering the historical background.  
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The language sample used in this study also enabled observing current multilingual 

scenarios, both in the CBA and elsewhere. Some of these results support the idea that 

language contact influences colexification patterns, while some results seem to 

indicate the opposite. Finland Swedish shows very minor Finnish influences, while the 

colexification pattern found in Tornedalian is likely to be influenced by Swedish. The 

larger dynamics of the language contact scenarios, e.g. the power relations of the 

majority and minority languages, seem to affect the outcome. Interpreting these results 

is complicated by multiple factors, including lack of information about the respondents’ 

linguistic repertoire and background in general.  

Some colexification patterns, especially the colexification of the experience event-

types of TOUCH, TASTE, and SMELL which also unifies Swedish, Estonian, and 

Tornedalian, was very common in the language sample of this study, found in many 

branches of Indo-European languages as well as in Uralic languages. It has also been 

reported elsewhere in other studies, for instance in African languages. Thus, the shared 

colexification patterns in unrelated languages are not necessarily influenced by 

language contact. 

The results obtained in this study fit the previously proposed lexicalization and 

markedness hierarchy of perception verbs which concerns the five sense modalities. A 

similar hierarchy has not been proposed for the three event-types of perception verbs. 

The results of this study show that at least in these 40 languages, activity event-types 

are most often lexicalized while state event-types often lack distinct perception verbs. 

Additionally, the state event-types are often expressed with morphologically more 

complex constructions.  

There are multiple possible directions for further research on this topic. The data used 

in this study, which is publicly available (see Section 3.1.3), could be used to 

investigate e.g. the morphological structure of perception verbs in the basic paradigm, 

calquing, and transfield colexifications of perception verbs. 

Other possibilities include replicating this study with a different language sample. For 

example, this study would have benefited from a larger number of responses in Uralic 

languages. Additionally, collecting more background information of the respondents, 

for instance, about their individual language repertoires or place of residence, would 
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have been helpful for mapping out the effects of multilingualism. However, collecting 

sensitive information could potentially make reaching respondents more difficult.  

Finally, a short questionnaire, such as was used in this study, limits the scope and level 

of detail of investigation. A longer and more detailed questionnaire, including for 

example varying sentence types instead of just declarative sentences, could reveal 

more about the colexification patterns of perception verbs. Other methods of data 

collection, for example interviews with native speakers or collaboration with language 

experts, could also be used to explore the colexifications in more detail.   
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Appendix A. Language profiles 

Plus sign (+) indicates a combination of a verb and a noun. The verb is always listed 

first. Nouns are cited in basic from (nominative or equivalent). 

Verbs are cited basic form (infinitive or equivalent). Verbs separated by comma were 

attested in the same context. Verbs listed on separate rows were attested in different 

contexts (e.g., one used with nouns only, the other with adjectives only), these contexts 

are explained in notes below each table. 

1. Belarusian 

n = 5 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight pahljadzjecʹ báčycʹ a vyhljadacʹ 

Hearing sluxacʹ pačucʹ hučacʹ, bycʹ b  

Touch pamacacʹ, dakranaccac adčucʹ d bycʹ e 

Taste sprabavacʹ, pakaštavacʹ f adčucʹ addavácʹ 
bycʹ g 

Smell panjuxacʹ adčucʹ + pax paxnucʹ 

a Also attested pabačycʹ (1/5), ubačycʹ (1/5), word initial u- and pa- = perfective. 
b bycʹ ‘to be’. Also attested vyhljadacʹ (1/5). 
c Also attested datyknucca ‘to touch’ (1/5). 
d Word initial ad- ‘from’ 
e Also attested adčuvacca, reflexive form of adčucʹ (1/5). 

f Also attested pasmakavacʹ (1/5). 
g addavácʹ ‘to give back, return’ was attested twice with nouns with the noun in instrumental 
case, adčuvacca, reflexive form of adčucʹ, was attested once with nouns. bycʹ was used with 
adjectives. 

2. Bosnian 
n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight (po)gledatia vidjeti izgledatib 

Hearing slušati čuti zvučati 

Touch opipatic osjetiti, osjećati biti, osjećati se, čìniti sed 

Taste probatie osjetiti (+ okus), šmekatif imiati 
biti, šmekatig 

Smell pomirisati osjetiti (+ miris) mirisatih 
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a Word initial po- = perfective. Perfective form was attested twice, imperfective gledati once.  
b Word initial iz- ‘out’ 
c Also attested dodírnuti ‘to touch’ (1/3). 
d biti ‘to be’, se = reflexive, čìniti se ‘to seem, appear’ 
e ‘to try’ 
f Plain osjetiti was attested once and once paired with okus ‘taste’. šmekati was attested once.  
g imiati ‘to have’ was used with nouns; biti with adjectives. Both were used in combination 
with okus ‘taste’. šmekati was attested once, used by the same respondent who also used it for 
TASTE-E. 
h Also attested hyponym smr̀deti ‘to stink’ (1/3) in negative contexts, and imiati miris ‘have 
smell’ once with an adjective.  

3. Breton 
n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight selled gweled kâd + un aera 

Hearing jilaou klewed diskouell 

Touch tastornad santoud bezañb 

Taste tava kâd + blasc bezañ 

Smell cʼhwessa kâd + cʼhewezhd bezañ 

a Paraphrase kâd un aer ‘to seem, (lit.) have an air’ combined with an adjective 
b ‘to be’ 
c kâd blas ‘to find taste’ 
d kâd c’hewezh ‘to find smell’ 

4. Bulgarian 
n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight pogleždama vidja izgleždamb 

Hearing slušam čuja zvuči 

Touch dokosna, useštamc useštam sǎmd 

Taste opitvame vkusvam imamf 

Smell pomirisa pomirisa, useštamg miriša 

a Word initial po- = perfective  
b Word initial iz- ‘out’, also perfective aspect 
c dokosna ‘to touch’, useštam attested once 
d ‘to be’ 
e ‘to try, taste’ 
f ‘to have’, in combination with vkus ‘taste’ 
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g useštam attested once, used by the same respondent who used it also for TOUCH-A. 

5. Catalan 
n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight mirar veure veure-sea 

Hearing escoltar sentir notar-se 

Touch tocar notar serb 

Taste tastar tastar tenirc 

Smell olorar notar ferd 

a  se = reflexive  
b ‘to be’ 
c ‘to have’, in combination with gust ‘taste’ 
d ‘to make’, in combination with olor ‘smell’. In negative context, fer was also combined with 
pudor ‘stench, bad smell’, a hyponym of olor.  

6. Croatian 
n = 2 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight pogledatia vidjeti izgledatib 

Hearing slušati čuti zvučati 

Touch opipati osjetiti bitic 

Taste probati, okusitid osjetiti imiatie 

Smell pomirisati osjetiti mirisati, imiatif 

a Word initial po- = perfective 
b Word initial iz- ‘out’ 
c ‘to be’ 
d probati ‘to try’ 
e ‘to have’, in combination with okus ‘taste’ 
f imiati in combination with miris ‘smell’ 
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7. Czech 

n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight (po)divat sea vidět vypadat 

Hearing poslouchat slyšet znít 

Touch dotknout se, sahnoutb citit bytc 

Taste ochutnat citit chutnat 

Smell čichnout (si), přičichnoutd citit byt cítit, páchnoute 
smrdět (neg.), vonět (pos.) 

a Word initial po- = perfective, perfective form was more frequent (5/10), se = reflexive 
b dotknout se ‘to touch’ (5/10), sahnout ‘to reach, touch’ (3/10). 
c ‘to be’ 
d si = reflexive, reflexive form was more frequent (4/10), přičichnout (3/10), word intiial při- 
‘at, towards’ 
e A phrasal verb, where byt ‘to be’ agrees with the subject + cítit in infinitive (attested 6/10). 
byt cítit was used with nouns, smrdět with negative adjectives (neg.), vonět with positive 
adjectives. 

8. Danish 
n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight kigge på, se påa se se udb 

Hearing lytte høre lyde 

Touch mærke, følec mærke, føle føles, væred 

Taste smage på, smagee smage smage 

Smell lugte på lugte, lugte tilf lugte, dufte (pos.)g 

a se på (1/3) 
b ud ‘out’ 
c føle (1/3), similarly for TOUCH-E. The choice could be idiosyncratic, since the same 
respondent used føle also for TOUCH-A and TOUCH-E. 
d Word final -s = passive, være ‘to be’ (1/3) 
e smage (1/3) 
f lugte til (1/3) 
g One respondent used lugte for in both negative and positive contexts, two respondents used 
dufte in positive contexts.  
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9. Dutch 
n = 10 (The Netherlands: 7, Belgium: 3) 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight kijken zien uitziena 

Hearing luisteren horen klinken 

Touch voelen (aan)b voelen voelen, aanvoelenc 

Taste proevend smaken smakene 

Smell ruiken (aan)f ruiken ruiken 

a uit- ‘out’. Also attested lijken ‘to seem’ (1/10). 
b Attested both with (5/10) and without (5/10) the preposition aan ‘on, to’. Respondents from 
Belgium always used the verb with the preposition. 
c voelen and phrasal verb aanvoelen were equally frequent (4/10). Also attested zijn ‘to be’ 
(2/10). 
d ‘to try, test’ 
e Also attested zijn ‘to be’ with adjectives (3/10). 
f Attested both with (7/10) and without (3/10) the preposition aan ‘on, to’. Respondents from 
Belgium always used the verb with preposition. 

10. Estonian 
n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight vaatama nägema nägema väljaa 

Hearing kuulama kuulma kõlama, tundumab 

Touch katsumac tundma tundumad 

Taste maitsma tundma + maitse, maitsmae maitsma, olemaf 

Smell nuusutama tundma + lõhng lõhnama 

a välja ‘out’. Also attested näima ‘to seem’ (3/10), tunduma (2/10) paistma ‘to seem’ (1/10). 
b tunduma (4/10) 
c ‘to touch, try, test’ 
d Also attested olema ‘to be’ (2/10) 
e tundma maitse ‘feel taste’ (4/10), maitsma (4/10). Also attested tundma (2/10). 
f olema in combination with maitse  ‘taste’ (2/10), either with subject in adessive, expressing 
possession: Supil oli küüslaugu maitse. ‘The soup had garlic-taste’, or with maitse ‘taste, 
flavour’ in comitative: Supp oli küüslaugumaitsega, ‘Soup was with garlic-taste’ (lit.).  
g tundma lõhn ‘feel smell’. Also attested tundma (2/10), haistma (1/10). 
h Also attested haisema (3/10) with nouns.  
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11. Finnish 

n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight katsoa, katsellaa nähdä näyttääb 

Hearing kuunnella kuulla kuulostaa 

Touch tunnustella, koskettaac tuntea tuntua 

Taste maistaa maistaa maistuad 

Smell haistaa, haistella haistaae haista, tuoksua (pos.) 

a Word final -ella = frequentative 
b Also attested vaikuttaa ‘to seem’ (2/10). 
c koskettaa ‘to touch’ 
d Also attested olla ‘to be’ with adjectives. 
e tuntea haju ‘feel smell’ attested (3/10). 

12. French 
n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight regarder voir avoir + l’air, semblera 

Hearing écouter entendre sembler 

Touch toucher sentir êtreb, avoir + l’air 

Taste goûter sentir, goûter être  
avoirc 

Smell sentir sentir sentir 

a Paraphrase avoir l’air ‘to seem, (lit.) have the air’, combined with an adjective (2/3), sembler 
‘to seem’ (1/3). 
b ‘to be’, in one response with specification être ADJ au toucher ‘be ADJ to the touch’. 
c être was used with adjectives, avoir with nouns in combination with goût ‘taste’. One 
respondent used avoir goût with a positive adjective (however, être with a negative adjective). 

13. Galician 
n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight mirar ver versea 

Hearing escoitar oír soar 

Touch tocar notar terb 

Taste probar notar saber 

Smell ulir ulir ulir 
cheirar (neg.) 
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a Word final se = reflexive 
b ‘to have’, in combination with tacto ‘touch’ 

14. German 
n = 10 (Germany: 8, Austria: 2) 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight ansehen, anschauena sehen aussehenb 

Hearing zuhören hören klingen, sich anhörenc 

Touch fühlend fühlen anfühlene 

Taste probierenf schmecken schmecken 

Smell riechen riechen riechen 

a Also attested reflexive forms sich ansehen (1/10) and sich anschauen (1/10). In addition, 
schauen, without the prefix an- was attested once, as well as blicken ‘to look’.  
b aus ‘out’ 
c sich anhören (4/10) 
d Also attested anfassen ‘to touch’ (2/10), angreifen ‘to touch’ (1/10), berühren ‘to touch’ 
(1/10) and betasten ‘to feel, grope’ (1/10). 
e Also attested sein ‘to be’ (2/10). 
f ‘to try,test’. Also attested kosten ‘to taste, try’ (3/10), testen ‘to test’ (1/10), essen ‘to eat’ 
(1/10). 

15. Greek 
n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight koitazo vlepo fainomaia 

Hearing akouo akouo akougomaib, fainomai 

Touch angizo, akoumpoc niotho eimaid 

Taste geuomai, dokimazoe geuomai eimai, ekhof 

Smell myrizo myrizo myrizog 

a ‘to seem, appear’ 
b Passive of akouo.   
c ‘to touch’ 
d ‘to be’ 
e dokimazo ‘to try’ 
f ekho ‘to have’ in combination with gefsi ‘taste’ 
g vromao ‘to stink’ was also used in negative contexts by one respondent. 
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16. Hungarian 

n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight néza lát tűnikb 

Hearing hallgatc hall hangzikd 

Touch megtapint, megfoge érez vanf 

Taste megkóstol érez vang 

Smell megszagol érez (+ szag)h vani 

a Also attested ranéz, word intial ra- ‘onto’ (3/10).  
b Also attested látszik ‘to appear, to seem’ (2/10), kinéz, word initial ki- ‘out’ (1/10), örül ‘be 
happy, rejoice’ (1/10) 
c Word final -gat = frequentative 
d Also attested hallatszik (2/10) 
e Word initial meg- = perfective. megtapint ‘to touch’, megfog ‘to grab, to catch’.  
f van ‘to be’. Also attested érződik (2/10). 
g In combination with íz ‘taste’, either in 3SG single possession form íze, or with derived 
adjective ízű ‘flavoured’. 
h ‘feel smell’, also attested plain érez (3/10) 
i In combination with szag ‘smell’ or illat ‘fragrance, scent’ in positive contexts; szag and illat 
can take either 3SG single possession forms (szaga, illata) or adjectival forms (szagú, illatú). 

17. Irish 

n = 7 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight amharca feic bíb 

Hearing éist cluin bí 

Touch cuimilc mothaigh, braith bí 

Taste blais blais, faigh + blasd bí 

Smell bolaigh faigh + boladh, bolaigh, mothaigh (+ boladh)e bí 

a Also attested féach (1/7), breathnaigh ‘to observe’ (1/7). 
b ‘to be’. Respondents used paraphrases especially for SIGHT-S and HEARING-S, e.g. Bhí cuma 
shásta ar Pheadar ‘(There) was a pleased appearance on Peter.’ (lit.) or Shílfeá go raibh áthas 
ar Pheadar óna ghlór. ‘You would think that (there) was joy from Peter’s voice’ (lit.). 
c ‘to rub’. Also attested mothaigh (1/7), braith (1/7), and a paraphrase cuir a láhm ‘put (one’s) 
hand’ (1/7). 
d faigh ‘to get, find’, blas ‘taste’. Faigh blas was attested three times, as was blais ‘to taste’. 
Also attested mothaig blas (1/7). 
e faigh boladh ‘get smell’ (3/7), mothaigh boladh (1/7), plain mothaigh (1/7). Bolaigh ‘to smell’ 
was attested twice.  
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18. Italian 
n = 4 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight guardare vedere sembrarea 

Hearing ascoltare sentire suonareb 

Touch toccare sentire esserec 

Taste assaggiare sentire essere 

sapered 

Smell annusare sentire + odoree avere (pos.), puzzare (neg.)f 

a ‘to seem’ 
b Also attested sembrare ‘to seem’ (1/4) and a paraphrase: la voce trasmette l’allegria ‘voice 
conveys cheerfulness’. 
c ‘to be’ 
d essere was used with adjectives, sapere with nouns: La zuppa era buona ‘The soup tasted 
good’ vs La zuppa sapeva di aglio ‘The soup tasted of garlic’. With adjectives also attested 
avere buon/cattivo sapore ‘have good/bad taste’ (1/4).  
e ‘feel smell’, sentire was also combined with puzza ‘stench, bad smell’, a hyponym of odore.  
f avere in combination with odore ‘smell’ was used only in positive contexts, avere was also 
combined with profumo, ‘scent, sweet smell’, a hyponym of odore. Also attested profumare 
‘to smell good’ (1/4). puzzare was used in negative contexts.  

19. Karelian 
n = 1  

 Activity Experience State 

Sight kaččuo nähä osuttoakseh 

Hearing kuunnella kuulla kuuluo 

Touch koskiea tundie tunduo 

Taste mujata mujata andua, ollab 

Smell n’uustua n’uustua kuarita 
tulla, pahnie (pos.)c 

a koskie ‘to touch’  
b andua ‘to give’ with following noun or adjective in allative: Rokku andoi česnakale ‘Soup 
tasted of garlic’. olla ‘to be’ used with positive adjectives. 
c tulla ‘to come’ with following adjective in allative: Murgin tuli pahale ‘Food tasted bad’. 
kuarita ‘to stink’ used with nouns. 
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20. Komi 
n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight vidzödny addzyny kažičyna 

Hearing kyvzyny kyvny kažičyn 

Touch vidlynyb kyvny vövnyc 

Taste vidlyny kyvny + körd vövny, volynye 

Smell dukyštny sulavny, kyvny + dukf vövny, volyny 

a ‘to seem’ 
b ‘to try, to touch, to feel’ 
c ‘to be’ 
d ‘feel taste’ (kör ‘taste’) 
e volyny ‘to come’. Both vövny ‘to be’ and volyny ‘to come’ were used with adjectives, volyny 
was used with nouns.  
f Respondent gave to options: sulavny ‘to stand, stay, be (located at)’ and kyvyny duk ‘feel 
smell’. 

21. Latvian 
n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight (pa)skatītiesa redzēt, ieraudzītb izskatītiesc 

Hearing klausīties dzirdēt izsklausīties 

Touch pataustīt sajust, justd būte 

Taste pagaršot sagaršotf garšotg 

Smell pasmaržot, paost saosth smaržot, ost 

a Word final -ties = reflexive. Word initial pa- = perfective. 
b Word initial ie- = ‘in’, perfective. 
c Word initial iz- = ‘out’, perfective. 
d Word initial sa- = ‘together, completely’, perfective. 
e ‘to be’. Also attested šķist (2/10), likties (1/10) ‘to seem, appear’. 
f Also attested sajust (2/10). 
g Also attested būt (2/10). 
h Also attested sajust (3/10). 
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22. Lithuanian 
n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight (pa)žiūrėtia  (pa)matyti atrodytib 

Hearing klausytisc girdė́tid skambėtie 

Touch pačiupinėti, paliesti pajusti, pajaustif būtig 

Taste paragauti pajusti, pajausti (+ skonis)h būti 

Smell pauostyti užuosti kvepėti 

a Word initial pa- = perfective. Also attested pažvelgti (3/10). 
b ‘to seem, appear’ 
c Word final -s -reflexive 
d Also attested išgirs̃ti (3/10) 
e Also attested atrodyti (3/10), būti ‘to be’ (1/10) 
f Verbs are synonymous, also attested jausti (2/10) form without the perfective marker. 
g ‘to be’ 
h skonis ‘taste’ 

23. Luxembourgish 
n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight ukucken gesinn ausgesinna 

Hearing nolauschteren héieren kléngen 

Touch upaken spieren sech ufillenb 

Taste schmaachen schmaachen schmaachen 

Smell riechen riechen riechen 

a aus ‘out’ 
b sech = reflexive 

24. Macedonian 
n = 2 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight (po)gledaa vidja izgleda, sumb 

Hearing sluša sluša, čuja zvuči, sum 

Touch dopre, proveric oseti sum 

Taste proba vkusi sum, imad 

Smell namirisae namirisa mirisa 
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a Word initial po- = perfective, both forms were attested once.  
b Word initial iz- ‘out’. sum ‘to be’. 
c dopre ‘to touch’, proveri ‘to check’ 
d ima ‘to have’, in combination with vkus ‘taste’ 
e Also attested pičomirisa 

25. Mari 

n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight ončalaš užaš koyaša 

Hearing kolyštaš kolaš koyaš 

Touch kučašb šižaš ulašc 

Taste tamlaš kočkašd ulaš 

Smell üpšynčaš šižaš + üpše üpšaltaš, ulaš 

a ‘to seem, be visible’. For SIGHT-S, an adverbial form was used.  
b ‘to hold, grab’ 
c ‘to be’ 
d ‘to eat’ 
e ‘feel smell’ 

26. North Saami 
n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight geahččat oaidnit orruta 

Hearing guldalit gullat orrut 

Touch iskatb dovdat leatc 

Taste smáhkestitd dovdat leate 

Smell havssestit haksit leatf 

a ‘to seem’. Used with infinitives oaidnit for SIGHT-S, and gullat for HEARING-S.  
b ‘to try, test’ 
c ‘to be’ 
d -st- = diminutive aspect, ‘to do a little bit’ 
e With nouns, used in combination with máhkka ‘taste’ 
f In combination with hádja ‘smell, scent’ 
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27. Norwegian 

n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight se på se se uta 

Hearing høre på, lytte tilb høre høres utc 

Touch (be)røre, kjenne påd føle, kjennee føles, væref 

Taste smake på smake smake 

Smell lukte på lukte lukte 

a ut ‘out’ 
b høre på (2/3), lytte til ‘listen to’ (1/3). 
c Word final -s = passive 
d Both røre and berøre have the primary meaning of ‘to touch’. kjenne på ‘to feel’ (1/3). 
e kjenne ‘to feel, sense’ (1/3). The choice could be idiosyncratic, since the same respondent 
used kjenne på for TOUCH-A.  
f være ‘to be’ (1/3). 

28. Polish 

n = 8 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight spojrzeć, patrzeć zobaczyć wyglądać 

Hearing słuchać usłyszeć, słyszeća brzmieć 

Touch dotknąćb wyczuć, poczućc byćd 

Taste sprobować, posmakowaće wyczuć, poczuć smakować, byćf 

Smell powąchać wyczuć, poczuć pachnieć 
śmierdzieć (neg.)g 

a Word initial u- = perfective. 
b ‘to touch’ 
c czuć ‘to feel’, word initial wy- indicates movement outwards, word initial po- = perfective. 
The choice between wyczuć and poczuć seems idiosyncratic, since respondents systematically 
chose either one of the verbs for TOUCH-E, TASTE-E, and SMELL-E. Only 2 of the 8 respondents 
used both verbs in their replies.  
d ‘to be’ 
e sprobować ‘to try’ 
f być was mostly used with positive adjectives, smakować mostly with nouns and negative 
adjectives, however, either verb was possible in both contexts. 
g śmierdzieć ‘to stink’ 
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29. Portuguese 
n = 4 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight olhar ver parecer, estar + com ara 

Hearing ouvir ouvir parecer, soar 

Touch sentirb sentir serc 

Taste provar sentir + sabord saber 

Smell cheirar cheirare cheirar 

a parecer ‘to seem’. Paraphrase estar com ar ‘to seem, (lit.) be with air’, combined with an 
adjective attested once. 
b Also attested tocar ‘to touch’ (1/4), mexer ‘to move, put hands on’ (1/4). 
c ‘to be’, in one response with specification ser ADJ ao toque ‘be ADJ to the touch’. 
d ‘feel taste’, in one response the verb sentir was used without the noun sabor. 
e Also attested sentir cheiro ‘feel smell’ (1/4). 

30. Romanian 
n = 2 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight a se uita, a privia a vedea a arăta 
Hearing a asculta a auzi a păreab, a suna 
Touch a atinge, a simțic a simți a se simți, a fid 

Taste a gusta a simți, a gusta 
a avea  
a fie 

Smell a mirosi a mirosi a mirosi 

a a privi ‘to look, gaze, behold’ 
b a parea ‘to seem’ 
c a atinge has the basic meaning of ‘to reach, touch’, a simți ‘to feel’. 
d se = reflexive. a fi ‘to be’ 
e a avea used in combination with gust ‘taste’, a fi with adjectives 

31. Russian 
n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight posmotretʹ (u)videtʹ a vygljadetʹ 

Hearing slušatʹ (u)slyšatʹ b zvučatʹ c 

Touch potrogatʹ, poščupatʹ počúvstvovatʹ d bytʹ e 

Taste poprobovatʹ počúvstvovatʹ (+ vkus)f bytʹ 

Smell ponjuxatʹ (po)čúvstvovatʹ + zapaxg paxnutʹ 
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a Word initial u- = perfective, perfective form was more frequent (7/10).  
b Perfective form was more frequent (7/10).  
c zvučatʹ ‘to sound’ was attested in six responses. Also attested kazátʹsja ‘to seem, appear’ 
(1/10) and paraphrases, e.g. Piter govoril sčastlivym golosom. ‘Peter spoke with a happy voice’ 
and Petja govoril tak, kak budto sčastliv. ‘Peter spoke (in such manner) like he was happy.’ 
d Also attested oščutítʹ ‘to feel’ (2/10). 
e ‘to be’ 
f ‘feel taste’. Plain počúvstvovatʹ was attested five times. Also attested oščutítʹ ‘to feel’(1/10).  
g ‘feel smell’. Word initial po- = perfective. Imperfective čúvstvovatʹ with the noun zapax 
‘smell’ was attested twice. Also attested uslyšatʹ ‘to hear, feel’ (1/10) and ulovitʹ ‘to detect, 
perceive’ (1/10), both were combined with the noun zapax.  

32. Scottish Gaelic 

n = 8 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight coimhead, sealla faic bib 

Hearing èist cluinn bi 

Touch feuch, fairichc fairich bi 

Taste feuch, blais fairich + blas, faigh + blas, blaisd bi 

Smell fairich, feuch fairich + fàileadhe bi 

a seall (2/8) 
b ‘to be’. Respondents used paraphrases especially for SIGHT-S and HEARING-S, e.g. Bha coltas 
toilichte air Peadar ‘(There) was an appearance of happy on Peter’ (lit.), Shaoilinn gu robh 
Peadar toilichte ‘I would think Peter is happy’, Bha toileachas ann an guth Pheadair ‘(There) 
was happiness in Peter’s voice.’ 
c feuch ‘to test, try’ 
d fairich blas ‘to feel taste’, faigh blas ‘to get, obtain taste’ (3/8), also attested lorg ‘to find’ 
(1/8). 
e fairich fàileadh ‘to feel smell’  

33. Serbian 
n = 5 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight (po)gledatia vidjeti izgledati, delovatib 

Hearing slušati čuti zvučati 

Touch opipatic osetiti bitid 

Taste probatie osetiti (+ ukus)f imiati 
bitig 

Smell pomirisati osetiti (+ miris)h mirisati 

a Word initial po- = perfective. Perfective form was attested twice, imperfective gledati three 
times. 
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b Word initial iz- ‘out’. delovati ‘to seem’ was attested twice.  
c Also attested dotaći ‘to touch’ (1/5), prȇći rukom ‘hold out one’s hand’ (1/5). 
d ‘to be’ 
e ‘to try’ 
f Plain osetiti was attested three times, osetiti ukus ‘feel taste’ was attested twice. 
g imiati ‘to have’ was used with nouns; biti with adjectives. Both were used in combination 
with ukus ‘taste’.  
h Plain osetiti was attested twice, osetiti miris ‘to feel smell’ was attested three times. 

34. Slovak 
n = 5 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight pozerať saa vidieť vyzerať b  

Hearing počúvať c počuť znieť 

Touch dotknúť sa, ohmatať cítiť byť d 

Taste ochutnať cítiť chutiť 

Smell ovoňať e cítiť voňať (pos.), smrdieť (neg.)f 

a sa = reflexive 
b Also attested vypadať (1/5). 
c Also attested načúvať (1/5). 
d ‘to be’ 
e Also attested oňuchať (1/5). 
f smrdieť ‘to stink’ was used in negative contexts, voňať in positive contexts. 

35. Slovenian 
n = 4 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight glẹdati videti biti videtia 

Hearing poslušati slišati biti slišati, slišati se, zvenetib 

Touch potipati začutiti biti 

Taste pokusitic okusiti biti, imẹtid 

Smell povohati zavohati dišati (pos.), smrdeti (neg.)e 

a A phrasal verb, where biti ‘to be’ agrees with the subject + videti in infinitive. 
b biti slišati, a phasal verb like biti videti. se = reflexive.  
c ‘to try’ 
d imẹti ‘to have’, in combination with okus ‘taste’ 
e smrdeti ‘to stink’ was used in negative contexts, dišati in positive contexts. Also attested 
once imẹti vonj ‘have smell’. 
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36. Spanish 
n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight mirar ver se ver, aparentara 

Hearing escuchar oír sonar, parecer 

Touch tocar notar, sentirb se sentir, se notar 

Taste probar notar, sentir saber 

Smell oler oler oler 

a se = reflexive. aparentar ‘to seem’ (1/3). 
b The choice between notar and sentir seems idiosyncratic: respondents chose systematically 
either one of the verbs for both TOUCH-E and TASTE-E.  

37. Swedish 
n = 10 (Sweden: 7, Finland: 3)  

 Activity Experience State 

Sight titta påa se se utb 

Hearing lyssna på höra låta 

Touch känna på kännac kännasd 

Taste smaka på känna + smake smakaf 

Smell lukta på känna + luktg lukta, dofta (pos.)h 

a Also attested se på (2/10). 
b ut ‘out’ 
c Also attested känna till (1/10), röra ‘to move, touch’ (1/10) from Finland Swedish speakers. 
d Word final -s = passive. Also attested vara ‘to be’ (1/10).  
e ‘feel taste’. Paired either with preposition av: känna smaken av X ‘feel the taste of x’ or used 
in a compound: känna X-smak ‘feel x-taste’. Also attested smaka (2/8). 
f Also attested vara ‘to be’ (1/10) with adjectives and ha smak av ‘have taste of’ (1/10) with 
nouns from Finland Swedish speakers.  
g ‘feel smell’. Paired either with preposition av: känna lukten av X ‘feel the smell of x’ or used 
in a compound: känna X-lukt ‘feel x-smell’. Also attested känna (1/10), lukta (2/10).  
h All Finland Swedish respondents systematically used dofta ‘to smell (good)’ in positive 
contexts and lukta in negative contexts. Only one respondent from Sweden used dofta, 
otherwise Standard Swedish speaking respondents used lukta in both positive and negative 
contexts.  
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38. Tornedalian 
n = 1 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight kattoa nähdä vaikuttaaa 

Hearing kuunela kuula vaikuttaa 

Touch tunnustaa tuntea tuntua 

Taste maistaa tuntea + makub maistua 

Smell haistaa tuntea haissa 

a ‘to seem’ 
b ‘feel taste’ 

39. Ukrainian 
n = 10 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight (po)dyvytysjaa pobačyty vihljadaty 

Hearing sluxaty (po)čutyb zvučaty 

Touch pomacatyc vidčuty butyd 

Taste sprobuvaty vidčuty (+ smak)e buty, matyf 

Smell ponjuxaty vidčuty + zapaxg paxnuty 

a Word initial po- = perfective aspect, imperfective dyvytysja attested was attested twice.  
b Perfective počuty was attested six times, imperfective čuty twice. Also attested sluxaty (2/10). 
c Also attested dotorknutysja (1/10), torknutysja (1/10) ‘to touch’.  
d ‘to be’ 
e ‘feel taste’, plain vidčuty attested four times, with smak ‘taste’ four times. Also attested 
smakuváty ‘to taste’ (2/10).  
f maty ‘to have’. Both buty and maty were frequently used in combination with smak ‘taste’. 
g ‘to feel smell’  

40. Welsh 
n = 3 

 Activity Experience State 

Sight edrych ara gweld edrych 

Hearing gwrando clywed swnio 

Touch teimlo teimlo teimlo 

Taste blasu blasub blasu 

Smell arogleuo, gwyntoc arogleuo, oglau, gwynto arogleuo, oglau, gwynto 
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a ar ‘at’ 
b Also attested clywed blas ‘hear taste’ (1/3). 
c The choice between arogleuo, oglau, and gwynto was idiosyncratic; oglau is a variant of 
arogleuo.  
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Appendix B. Questionnaire 

My name is Oona Kristiina Raatikainen and I'm a master's student in general linguistics at the University 

of Helsinki, Finland. I'm currently writing my master's thesis, investigating verbs in different Indo-

European languages spoken in Europe and in Uralic languages. The purpose of this questionnaire is to 

collect data from native speakers of these languages.  

Answering the questionnaire will take approximately 10–15 minutes.  

I will use the collected data for research purposes only. The collected data will be published in an 

anonymized format. 

You have the right to withdraw from the study at any time until the end of April 2021. In case you want 

to withdraw from the study, all the information you provide will be destroyed and will not be used in 

the study. If you want to withdraw from the study, contact me via the e-mail address given below. See 

Data Protection Notice <link to PDF-document> for more details about processing data. 

Please feel free to send me questions or feedback at oona.raatikainen@helsinki.fi 

Thank you for your participation! 

 

E-mail address: ______ 

In case you want to withdraw from the study, all the information you provide will be destroyed and will not be used 

in the study. Your e-mail address will only be used to identify your reply in case you want to withdraw from the 

study. Your e-mail address is strictly confidential and will not be included in any publications or presentations. 

When my thesis is complete, all information on e-mail addresses will be destroyed. 

By submitting this form you indicate that you have read the description of the study and that you agree 

to participate. 

Language: ______ 

If you speak a language that is spoken in multiple countries, please specify your country here, for example: German 

(Switzerland), Swedish (Finland). 

Below you will find 28 short sentences describing various situations. For each sentence, please write 

how you would express it in your native language in a natural and neutral way. You don’t need to pay 

attention to the name Peter – you can use that name or a name in your native language. 

1. Peter entered the room. 

2. The food smelled good. 

3. Peter listened to the birds. 
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4. The soup tasted of garlic. 

5. Peter looked happy. 

6. Peter checked the calendar to see which day it was. 

7. Peter read the book. 

8. Peter felt the cloth to test how soft it was. 

9. The room smelled of smoke. 

10. Peter fed the birds. 

11. The soup tasted bad.  

12. Peter heard the birds. 

13. The book was exciting. 

14. Peter smelled the milk to see if it had gone sour. 

15. The cloth felt soft. 

16. Peter waited for the train. 

17. Peter tasted garlic in the soup. 

18. Peter looked at the birds. 

19. The food smelled bad. 

20. Peter drank the milk. 

21. Peter tasted the soup to see if he could eat it. 

22. Peter felt a stone under his foot. 

23. The birds ate the seeds. 

24. Peter sounded happy. 

25. Peter smelled smoke in the room. 

26. The soup tasted good. 

27. The train was late. 

28. Peter saw the birds.  

 

Any comments? 

You can also send me feedback or comments afterwards, at oona.raatikainen@helsinki.fi 

 


